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ABSTRACT 
 Technology use has become commonplace in some mathematics classrooms, often being 
used for formative assessment. Research supports the use of technology to engage students, but 
not as much research exists to investigate the impact on student learning. The purpose of this 
study was to investigate whether a statistical relationship exists between the post-lesson 
assessment results of students engaging in a formative assessment lesson where the teacher 
delivers the lesson with technology and students engaging in a formative assessment lesson 
where the teacher delivers the lesson without technology. The teachers administered pre- and 
post-lesson assessments to the students after the formative assessment lesson enactments. The 
whole class introduction and whole class discussion took place with the teacher using technology 
to deliver the lesson for the control groups. The whole class introduction and whole class 
discussion took place without the teacher using technology to deliver the lesson for the 
experimental groups. This study also investigated teacher and student perceptions of the use of 
technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics. The teachers were interviewed to gather 
their perception of any implications resulting from their use of technology in the formative 
assessment lesson. Students completed a survey to express their views on the use of technology 
in a formative assessment lesson delivery. Observations of one experimental class and one 
control class took place during the formative assessment lessons for each teacher.  
 The quantitative data results of this research study were mixed in determining whether 
the use of technology in the delivery of phases of a formative assessment lesson had an impact 
on students’ post-lesson assessment performance. The mixed quantitative results also did not 
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conclusively indicate that technology use in formative assessment lessons impacted student 
performance on post-lesson assessments. The results of this study may raise questions of whether 
technology purchases are worth the investment. The implications from this research indicate that 
technology use in a formative assessment lesson does not necessarily impact student learning. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Overview of the Study 
 Technology use has become commonplace in some mathematics classrooms. Teachers 
are using technology to simplify daily tasks, substitute for antiquated pedagogy methods, and 
enhance traditional lesson presentations. In mathematics classrooms, technology is used often for 
formative assessment. Research supports the use of technology to engage students, but not as 
much research exists to investigate the impact on student learning. This researcher became 
interested in exploring whether or not the effect of using technology in a mathematics lesson 
presentation made an impact on student performance. 
 The Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) offered the Mathematics Design 
Collaborative (MDC) to school districts in Mississippi to help with implementation of the 
Common Core State Standards of Mathematics. Teachers in this large school district in central 
Mississippi have been participating in the MDC cohort with other districts across the state for 
three years. Teachers participating in this collaboration are charged to enact Formative 
Assessment Lessons (FALs) in their mathematics classrooms. These lessons consist of five 
phases: 1) Pre-Lesson Assessment 2) Whole Class Introduction 3) Collaborative Activity 4) 
Whole Class Discussion 5) Post-Lesson Assessment. The lessons are designed for 
implementation without technology so all schools, regardless of their available technologies, can 
use them. The district in this study has a wealth of technology resources that the teachers include 
in their lessons on a regular basis. The teachers present most lessons using an interactive
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whiteboard and send and collect data from their students using a student response system. In this 
1:1 district, students have access to a laptop computer daily. Because these teachers were using 
the FALs in their classrooms, the researcher was curious as to how the technology use in the 
lesson impacted the outcomes.  
 Teachers submit their results of lesson enactments through a data form that indicates 
student ratings from the pre-lesson assessment to the post-lesson assessment. There are also 
questions on the form for teachers to address common issues noticed from the pre-lesson 
assessment and what implications the post-lesson assessment data has on future instruction. 
During the formative assessment lesson enactment, teachers follow a lesson guide that provides 
sample questions to be asked during each phase of the lesson and sample student responses to 
those questions. The guide also provides suggested time durations for each lesson phase and lists 
all the materials needed for the lesson.  
 Technology’s presence in the mathematics classroom does not mean it is being used with 
fidelity or that student success is guaranteed. The teachers in this study all have and use 
technology daily in their lesson delivery. Investigating the use of technology during a FAL will 
help this researcher understand if technology used to deliver instruction has an impact on student 
learning.  
Statement of the Problem 
 Disagreement exists as to whether using technology in classrooms has any impact on 
student learning. Marc Prensky labels today’s students digital natives. These students do not 
think or process information the same as students of the past, due to the evolution of technology 
(Prensky, 2006). In order for teachers, identified by Prensky as digital immigrants, to meet the 
		3	
needs of these students, teachers must adapt their teaching practice to accommodate this new 
way that students learn because of technology.   
Purpose of the Study 
 A mixed-methods research design will be used in this study due to the benefits of 
collecting both quantitative and qualitative data (Mertler, 2017). The purpose of this study will 
be to investigate whether a statistical relationship exists between the post-assessment results of 
students engaging in a formative assessment lesson where the teacher delivers the lesson with 
technology and students engaging in a formative assessment lesson where the teacher delivers 
the lesson without technology. This study will also investigate teacher and student perceptions of 
the use of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Studying these factors can 
inform teachers whether the use of technology in enacting formative assessment lessons impact 
student learning.  
 “Qualitative findings can be used to enhance quality, improve programs, generate deeper 
insights into the root causes of significant problems, and help prevent problems” (Patton, 2015, 
p. 205). Surveys will be used to allow students to share their thoughts and opinions about the 
classroom practices and their learning of mathematics content through technology use (Dana & 
Yendol-Hoppey, 2014). Students will be given a platform to express their voices about their 
preferences for how they best learn mathematics as it relates to teachers using technology to 
deliver a lesson. When teachers understand different strategies that students attribute to success 
in mathematics classes, teachers have more information to guide instruction. Through interviews, 
teachers will be allowed to provide their thoughts on technology use in lesson delivery.   
Significance of the Study 
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 Shirley and Irving (2015) assert that formative assessment can be difficult to carry out 
due to the “challenge of collecting and aggregating accurate data on student learning in a short 
time frame” (p. 57). Incorporating technology in the data collection during formative assessment 
may help teachers overcome this challenge. According to Shirley and Irving (2015), increased 
student engagement and enhanced dialogue between teacher and student are two benefits of 
classrooms connected to technology. Shirley and Irving (2015) also believe that students have 
deeper understanding and learn more when they are actively involved with their own learning 
with the use of connected classroom technologies (CCT), which they define as using a family of 
devices to facilitate formative assessment.   
Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The research questions primary to this study are: 
1) Does teacher enactment of a formative assessment lesson using technology for delivery of the 
whole class introduction and the whole class discussion impact the students’ performance on 
post assessments? 
H0: There is no difference in the performance on post assessments for students 
participating in a formative assessment lesson enacted with the teacher using technology 
for delivery of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion and students 
participating in a formative assessment lesson enacted without the teacher using 
technology for delivery of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion. 
2) What implications does the teacher perception of using technology to enact formative 
assessment lessons have on instruction? 
3) What are student perceptions of technology use in instruction delivery of a formative 
assessment lesson? 
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CHAPTER II 
 
Definition of Terms 
 Analyzing Student Data Form: The form, created by SREB for MDC teachers to 
complete after administering the pre- and post-assessments to students, used to record the student 
ratings to determine performance and inform future instruction (SREB, 2014).  
 Block Schedule: The researcher designates this as a 90-minute alternating day scheduling 
system by middle or high schools where students attend each class period for 90 minutes every 
other day. 
 Collaborative Activity: An activity that permits students to collaborate in small groups to 
individually and collectively achieve both common and individual academic goals by engaging 
in discussion, taking responsibility for their own learning, and learning from each other as they 
participate in creating posters, reviewing samples of student work, and card sorting and 
matching. For the purposes of this study, the collaborative activity is part of the formative 
assessment lesson that takes place between the pre- and post-lesson assessments and is intended 
to allow student collaboration through an activity and reveal student misconceptions to teachers 
(Kotsopoulos, 2010; SREB, 2014; Wilder, 2015). 
 Feedback: A clear and focused reply to a learner’s work that is designed to elicit a 
cognitive response from the learner to help them know where they are in their learning and what 
they need to do to improve (Tomlinson, 2014). 
		6	
 Formative Assessment: A process through which assessment-elicited evidence of student 
learning is gathered and instruction is modified in response to feedback (Cauley & McMillan, 
2009).  
 Formative Assessment Lessons (FALs) or Classroom Challenges: A classroom-ready 
lesson that supports formative assessment. They help teachers assess and improve students’ 
understanding of mathematical concepts and skills and their ability to use the “mathematical 
practices” described in the Common Core State Standards (Mathematics Assessment Project, 
2013).  
 Inclusion Class: The researcher designates this as a class consisting of students with 
disabilities being included in a general classroom setting to learn along with their non-disabled 
peers.  
 Lesson Enactment: The researcher defines this as the act of a teacher facilitating a 
formative assessment lesson to students.  
 Lesson Guide: A detailed outline that supports the teacher throughout the lesson, with 
specific suggestions, sample questions, and examples for each phase of the lesson (Mathematics 
Assessment Project, 2013). 
 Mathematics Design Collaborative (MDC): A collaboration with the Southern Regional 
Education Board (SREB) that provides schools with instructional tools needed to help teachers 
understand and implement college- and career-readiness standards effectively while allowing 
teachers the flexibility to select topics and adapt assignments to their specific instructional plans 
(SREB, 2014). 
		7	
 Pre-lesson Assessment: An initial assessment that provides teachers with a qualitative 
sense of their students’ grasp of the targeted mathematics standards before the formative 
assessment lesson (SREB, 2014). 
 Post-lesson Assessment: An assessment administered after the formative assessment 
lesson where students apply what they have learned while providing teachers with feedback on 
the effectiveness of their instruction (SREB, 2014). 
 Student Response System: The researcher designates this as a network of hardware and 
software used through devices that allow the teacher to facilitate activities with students by 
sending and gathering information.  
 Whole Class Discussion: The summary taking place after the collaborative activity where 
students share their work and the teacher is allowed to delve deeper into the misconceptions 
revealed in the pre-lesson assessment (Wilder, 2015). 
 Whole Class Introduction: The start of a Classroom Challenge that includes a brief 
activation of student prior knowledge through questions that students respond to by displaying 
their answers on mini-whiteboards (Wilder, 2015).  
Literature Review 
 Formative assessment has been a ubiquitous topic in the educational realm for the past 
few years. Journal articles, books, and videos are available in surplus for persons interested in 
finding more information about formative assessment. Some of the resources referenced by 
MDC include but are not limited to the formative assessment work of Dylan Wiliam. The 
literature investigates many aspects of formative assessment, including best practices for 
formative assessment, types of formative assessment, and some effects of using formative 
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assessment. The literature review that follows attempted to connect the use of technology in 
formative assessment lessons.  
Collaborative Learning 
 Students’ working together to find common solutions is a primary goal of collaborative 
learning. Retnowati, Ayres, and Sweller (2017) believe “collaborative learning requires active 
social interactions, group goals, and individual accountability” (p. 667). They also state that there 
may be advantages to collaborative learning over students learning individually because 
collaboration allows students to share their thoughts with one another (Kotsopoulos, 2010; 
Retnowati, Ayres, & Sweller, 2017). In their research on collaborative learning from worked 
examples, Retnowati et al. (2017) found mixed results in student performances for those working 
collaboratively and those working individually. Collaborative learning did prove to be superior 
to individual learning for problem solving, but that was the only time in the research (Retnowati 
et al., 2017). Collett, Gearhart, and Buchanan (2018) further support that higher learning gains 
are found in classrooms where more students are allowed to present solutions, analyze reasoning 
and contribute new ideas to discussions.  
 In contrast, Kotsopoulos (2010) found that collaborative learning is often non-
collaborative regardless of the task the teacher chooses or the instructional efforts. Meaning, 
because students are given a high quality task to collaborate in solving does not mean that 
students will actual work collaboratively. During the collaborative work, students are expected to 
explain their thinking while their group mates listen. Bahr and Bahr (2017) warn that teachers 
should not assume peers are engaged while listening to classmates’ explanations.  
 Francisco (2013) looked at the assistance students are provided from peers when working 
in collaborative groups. Students are able to build from the ideas presented in the group, which 
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helps them to form their own reasoning (Francisco, 2013). Wilder (2015) asserts that students 
engaging in collaborative groups are able to critique each other’s reasoning and be responsible 
for their own learning as well as their peers’ learning.  Francisco (2013) cautions that placing 
student in groups is not enough, teachers may need to help facilitate a group’s discussion without 
robbing them of their ideas and task ownership. In Classroom Challenges, one teacher role 
during the collaborative activity is to listen to the students’ discussions and ask questions to 
encourage deeper thinking and reasoning without providing answers or solutions (MARS, 2013).  
Feedback 
 Feedback is essential throughout the enactment of Classroom Challenges. Phillips and 
Wong (2012) proclaim the development of the formative assessment tasks in Classroom 
Challenges expose students to non-routine problems that allow teachers to provide students with 
ongoing feedback. Tomlinson (2014) contends students must be made aware of what they need 
to do to improve through formative assessment feedback.  
 Through Classroom Challenges, students are able to see each other’s contributions to the 
task and receive feedback from one another immediately. McKnight et al. (2016) conducted a 
multi-site case study, which reported classroom discussions were enhanced when students had 
the ability to see feedback from their peers. Shirley and Irving (2015) add that student’s ability to 
see their peers’ responses to prompts may help with their own understanding. Cauley and 
McMillan (2009) further assert formative assessment feedback aids students in setting achievable 
learning goals.  
Formative Assessment   
 The Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) has provided schools with instructional 
tools to implement college- and career-readiness standards through the Mathematics Design 
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Collaborative (MDC) (SREB, 2016). Through MDC, teachers engage students in a productive 
struggle with mathematics to help them “develop a deeper conceptual understanding of key math 
concepts that build fluency with their procedural skills and deepens mathematical reasoning and 
understanding” (p. 13). MDC encourages effective formative assessment using Wiliam’s (2007) 
five key strategies: 1. Clarifying, sharing, and understanding goals for learning and criteria for 
success with learners 2. Engineering effective classroom discussions, questions, activities, and 
tasks that elicit evidence of students’ learning 3. Providing feedback that moves learning forward 
4. Activating students as owners of their own learning 5. Activating students as learning 
resources for one another.   
 The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics supports the use of formative 
assessment strategies in daily instruction (NCTM, 2013). NCTM (2013) defines formative 
assessment as “an essential process that supports students in developing the reasoning and sense-
making skills that they need to reach specific learning targets and move toward mastery of 
mathematical practices” (p. 42). According to the Mathematics Assessment Project (2013), 
“research has shown that formative assessment is a powerful way to improve student learning 
and performance” (p. 2). 
 Despite the research that indicates formative assessment as a significant factor in 
improved student learning, some sources believe the fidelity in which we formatively assess 
should be considered.  Ermeling, Hiebert, and Gallimore (2015) claim that U.S. teachers tend to 
present conceptual problems to students but the delivery of the problems is not taught 
conceptually as higher- performing countries do. The authors mentioned how Japanese teachers 
allow students to productively struggle with challenging problems before being taught 
procedurally. In contrast, they also referenced the 1999 Trends in International Mathematics and 
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Science Study (TIMSS) where classroom video revealed U.S. teachers “converted challenging 
problems into procedural tasks by frontloading lessons with specific formulas and rules that 
students could use to find right answers” (p. 49).  
 A multitude of research sources emphasizes the importance of feedback from formative 
assessment being used by teachers to adjust instruction to meet learning needs (Cauley & 
McMillan, 2010; Fennell, Swartz, Kobett, & Wray, 2015; Kazemi, Gibbons, Lomax, & Franke, 
2016; Petit, Zawojewski, & Lobato, 2010; Phillips & Wong, 2012; Shirley & Irving, 2015; 
Tomlinson, 2014; Wilder, 2015; Wiliam, 2007).  Schoenfeld (2015) adds that students should be 
provided feedback from formative assessment when there is still time for them to improve. 
Shirley and Irving (2015) insist that tasks and learning opportunities should expose students to 
deep thinking if the formative assessment data is to be effective. Kazemi, Gibbons, Lomax, and 
Franke (2016) advises that formative assessment data may not provide teachers with information 
about a students’ approaches, thinking, and aspects of the problem they struggle with. In a study 
of whether formative assessment learning impacted summative assessment, Grosas, Raju, 
Schuett, Chuck, and Millar (2016) found minimal improvement on final exam performance for 
students actively participating in formative assessment processes.  
Formative Assessment Lessons 
 Classroom Challenges (CC) formerly known as Formative Assessment Lessons (FALs) 
are lessons ready for the classroom that support formative assessment (Mathematics Assessment 
Project, 2013). Teachers use FALs to assess students’ understanding of mathematical concepts 
and use of the Standards for Mathematical Practice. Available for free at the Mathematics 
Assessment Project through Mathematics Assessment Resource Service, the FALs come in two 
types: concept development or problem solving lessons. Concept development lessons are meant 
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to reveal students’ prior knowledge, develop students’ understanding of important mathematical 
ideas, and connect concepts to other mathematical knowledge (Chauvot & Benson, 2008; 
Mathematics Assessment Project, 2013; Wilder, 2015).  
 A key aspect of FALs is to provide students with high quality mathematics tasks. Good 
mathematics tasks allow students to critique each other’s reasoning through rich discussions and 
conversations. Encouraging students to explain their reasoning, question their learning, and 
pursue deep understanding are essential in mathematics learning (Butman, 2014; Schoenfeld, 
2015). Through FALs, teachers have a tool to support the mathematical shift in instruction to 
focus on the standards (Phillips & Wong, 2012; Wilder, 2015). FALs also allow students to 
engage in a productive struggle by encouraging teachers to let students grapple with the 
mathematics without providing algorithmic methods of solving (Phillips & Wong, 2012). The 
FAL processes allow teachers and students to focus on the methods and not on getting correct 
answers (Chauvot & Benson, 2008). 
 FALs come with their own detailed lesson guide to provide teachers with “the outline of 
the lesson, suggestions for interpreting student responses, and examples of suitable 
interventions” (Wilder, 2015, p. 78). For FALs to provide the greatest benefit, the Mathematics 
Assessment Project (2013) recommends teachers adhere to the lesson guide in presenting the 
lesson the first few times before making adjustments. They base this recommendation on the 
lessons being “carefully designed and written as well as trialed in multiple classrooms” (p. 5). 
They further suggest all students be given the opportunity to attempt the same task and that 
teachers scaffold support based on the needs of the students. Wilder (2015) also cautions making 
changes to the structure of the FAL. She claims changes “could negatively affect, or at best, 
diminish the positive impact of this formative assessment” (p. 82). She further warns of 
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constraints for FALs concerning teacher willingness to implement, accountability, and 
preparation time.  
Technology Use in Classrooms 
 FALs are written with the intent that they can be utilized by all classrooms, therefore 
none of the lessons require technology. Mathematics Assessment Project (2013) asserts that the 
lessons have opportunities for technology and teachers should choose to use the technology 
appropriately and effectively where available. McKnight et al. (2016) believe that technology use 
in classrooms enhances collaboration and communication between students and teachers.   
 According to Evans (2015), districts and schools are less concerned about the technology 
features and value more how the technology will affect student learning. In their survey of 
students through Project Tomorrow, students were more interested in how the technology could 
help with their learning and not as interested in how engaging the technology tools were.   
Liang, Huang, and Tsai (2012) concluded, from their study of classroom observations where 
teachers used interactive whiteboards, quality of instructional presentations was improved with 
board use. However, their results also showed student learning was supported in classroom 
activities where interactive whiteboards were not used, indicating that board use did not lead to 
improvement in student achievement (Liang, Huang, & Tsai, 2012). 
 Research cautions the use of technology as only a presentation tool (Bos, 2009). Bos 
(2009) declares that technology should be used to explore mathematical relationships. 
McQuillan, Northcote, and Beamish (2012) suggest interactive whiteboards (IWBs) be used 
“with pedagogical caution and informed intent” (p. 4). When used improperly, IWBs could 
create misunderstandings or cause learning difficulties (McQuillan, Northcote, & Beamish, 
2012). In their study of IWB use in two primary schools, McQuillan et al. (2012) provided 
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implications for teachers to consider when using IWBs in the classroom. On average, students in 
their study had a positive view of IWB use in the classroom, claiming they learnt more, 
participated more frequently, and that work was easier to understand when their teacher used an 
IWB (McQuillan et al., 2012). Teachers in the study also had some positive attitudes toward 
IWB use. The teachers felt students were more engaged and motivated when IWBs were used in 
the classroom, but they sited connection issues and preparation time as factors that interrupted 
lessons and affected teaching (McQuillan et al., 2012). Shirley and Irving (2015) mentioned 
students having difficulty with manipulating technology and technology implementation not 
lining up with teacher practices. Quashie (2009) also reported reliability concerns with 
technology that students and teachers encountered in a study of IWB use in an all-female 
secondary school. According to Quashie (2009), IWBs may be inappropriate for some lessons, 
could be used in ways that render them non-interactive, and are unnecessary to engage and 
motivate students. The research in support of technology use in classrooms often states the 
positive effects of enhancing student motivation, engagement, participation, and learning 
(Eyyam & Yaratan, 2014; McQuillan et al., 2012; Quashie, 2009; Türel & Johnson, 2012; 
Vassos, 2004;). In Türel and Johnson’s (2012) study, they highlight the benefits of the IWB for 
tactile and visual learners with students being able to touch the board and see different media. 
Shirley and Irving (2015) found in their study that interactive tools encouraged communication 
and sharing information between teachers and students instead of only one-way teacher to 
student transfer. In the research results from Eyyam and Yaratan (2014), students preferred 
classes that use technology but the students were unsure if the technology helped in their success.  
 Teacher training is important for effective classroom use of technology. Teachers should 
be provided training resulting in the ability to utilize the technology on a regular basis and be 
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able train their students on the technology use (Shirley & Irving, 2015). Zbiek (2010) informs 
about the mixed research messages concerning technology tools in mathematics classrooms and 
their impact on student learning. In reviewing the literature, Zbiek (2010) found in “studies that 
compare technology use with nonuse–or that compare alternative technologies–often are 
comparing, perhaps implicitly, outcomes of substantively different goals and curricula” (p. 40).   
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CHAPTER III 
Methodology 
 
 A mixed-methods research design was used in this study due to the benefits of collecting 
both quantitative and qualitative data (Mertler, 2017). The purpose of this study was to 
investigate whether a statistical relationship existed between the post-lesson assessment results 
of students engaging in a formative assessment lesson where the teacher delivers the lesson using 
technology for the whole class introduction and whole class discussion and students engaging in 
a formative assessment lesson where the teacher delivers the lesson without using technology for 
the whole class introduction and whole class discussion. This study also investigated teacher and 
student perceptions of the use of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics. 
Studying these factors can inform teachers whether or not technology use in enacting formative 
assessment lessons impact student learning.  
 “Qualitative findings can be used to enhance quality, improve programs, generate deeper 
insights into the root causes of significant problems, and help prevent problems” (Patton, 2015, 
p. 205). Surveys were used to allow students to share their thoughts and opinions about the 
classroom practices and their learning of mathematics content through technology use (Dana & 
Yendol-Hoppey, 2014). Students were given a platform to express their voices about their 
preferences for how they best learn mathematics when they use technology and when their 
mathematics teacher uses technology. When teachers understand different strategies that students 
attribute to success in mathematics classes, teachers have more information to guide instruction.  
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Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The research questions primary to this study are: 
1) Does teacher enactment of a formative assessment lesson using technology for delivery of the 
whole class introduction and the whole class discussion impact the students’ performance on 
post assessments? 
H0: There is no difference in the performance on post assessments for students 
participating in a formative assessment lesson enacted with the teacher using technology 
for delivery of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion and students 
participating in a formative assessment lesson enacted without the teacher using 
technology for delivery of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion. 
2) What implications does the teacher perception of using technology to enact formative 
assessment lessons have on instruction? 
3) What are student perceptions of technology use in instruction delivery of a formative 
assessment lesson? 
Population and Sampling 
 
 The sample for this study consisted of eighth grade mathematics students ranging in age 
from 13 to 16. The sample was taken from the population of students enrolled in a large middle 
school in the suburb of central Mississippi. The Director of Data Management and Information 
provided the school and mathematics teacher statistics, which were removed of student 
identifiers to maintain the integrity of the data. The demographics of the school consisted of 52% 
male and 48% female students. The races of the students were: White – 68%, Black or African 
American – 26%, Asian – 1%, Hispanic/Latino – 3%, and Two or More Races – 1%. Twenty-
seven percent of the students received free lunch and 7% received lunch at a reduced price. 
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 The data for the sample contained information from 321 eighth grade mathematics 
students from the school population of 1,258 students. The demographics of the sample consisted 
of 48% male and 52% female students. The races of the students in the sample were: White – 
71%, Black or African American – 25%, Asian – <1%, Hispanic/Latino – 3%, and Two or More 
Races – <1%.  
The three teachers were labeled Teacher A, Teacher B, and Teacher C. The demographic 
makeup of each teacher’s students is shown in Table 1 below. 
Table 1 
Class Demographics by Teacher (Percents) 
Demographic  Teacher A  Teacher B  Teacher C 
Female  54   45   48 
Male   46   55   52 
White   71   69   73 
Black/Af. Am.  25   26   24 
Asian   0   0   <1 
Hispanic/Latino 2   4   2 
Two or More Races 1   1   <1   
 
The demographic data for the three teachers’ classes was similar to the demographic data for the 
eighth grade class and the entire school. The final comprehensive benchmark test scores and 
semester exam scores of the teachers’ classes were used to show comparability. Table 2 below 
shows each teacher’s final comprehensive benchmark test class averages by blocks.  
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Table 2 
Final Comprehensive Benchmark Test Scores by Teacher (Percents) 
Classes  Teacher A  Teacher B  Teacher C 
Experimental A1 54   51   N/A 
Experimental A2 56   N/A   49 
Experimental A3 N/A   51   50 
Experimental A4 53   52   43 
Control B5  58   49   53 
Control B6  Excluded  47   47 
Control B7  N/A   N/A   N/A 
Control B8  54   55   45  
 
Table 3 below shows each teacher’s semester exam class averages by blocks.  
Table 3 
Semester Exam Scores by Teacher (Percents) 
Classes  Teacher A  Teacher B  Teacher C 
Experimental A1 80   78   N/A 
Experimental A2 78   N/A   75 
Experimental A3 N/A   78   76 
Experimental A4 79   76   76 
Control B5  80   77   79 
Control B6  Excluded  70   76 
Control B7  N/A   N/A   N/A 
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Control B8  78   79   72   
 
 The school operated on a block schedule where four 90-minute alternating class blocks 
were taught each day. The blocks on one day, called A-day, were labeled A1, A2, A3, and A4. 
The blocks on the next day, called B-day, were labeled B5, B6, B7, and B8. Students attended 
their mathematics class every other day on an A-day or B-day. Students in the third block on A- 
or B-day had an additional 30 minutes added to their class block to include a lunch break. All 
blocks used in the study were regular eighth grade mathematics classes, with Teacher A teaching 
one class of inclusion students. Inclusion classes include students with disabilities or 
individualized education programs in the regular classroom setting and an extra teacher to assist 
during the class. For this study, Teacher A’s inclusion class was excluded.  
 These teachers and participants were chosen out of convenience of the researcher having 
access to the teachers and their scheduling of formative assessment lessons for their classes. As a 
matter of convenience, the teachers chose the A-day classes to be their experimental classes and 
the B-day classes to be their control classes. 
Instrumentation 
 This middle school had been participating in the Southern Regional Education Board’s 
(SREB) Mathematics Design Collaborative (MDC) since 2016, where teachers were using 
Formative Assessment Lessons (FALs) to engage students in a productive struggle that builds 
fluency with procedural skills, and deepens mathematical reasoning and understanding (SREB, 
2014). FALs are enacted in five phases: 1) Pre-Lesson Assessment 2) Whole Class Introduction 
3) Collaborative Activity 4) Whole Class Discussion 5) Post-Lesson Assessment. Students in the 
experimental and control groups participated in the formative assessment lesson Classifying 
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Solutions to Systems of Equations. All students completed the pre-lesson assessment (Appendix 
A), collaborative activity (Appendix B), and post-lesson assessment (Appendix C) under the 
same conditions. The teachers followed the suggested outline from the Lesson Guide (Appendix 
D) for implementation of the lessons to ensure enactment consistency across all classes. The 
Lesson Guide provides teachers with questions they can use as feedback questions to address 
common issues noticed from the students’ pre-lesson assessment work, suggested times for each 
phase of lesson enactment, questions to ask during the lesson, and sample student responses.    
 The pre-lesson assessment consists of two questions where students have to answer six 
exercises completing tables, graphs, and writing explanations. The post-lesson assessment 
consists of two similar questions with students answering six exercises that have different 
number values for the same type of questions as the pre-lesson assessment. The collaborative 
activity requires students to complete six cards, each containing an equation, table, and graph 
with different pieces of data missing. The activity also contains arrow cards with the choices no 
solution, infinitely many solutions, or one solution written on them.    
 The teachers used the students’ pre- and post-lesson assessment data to complete the 
Analyzing Student Data form (Appendix E). The form allowed the teachers to report the number 
of students scoring a rating from 0 to 3 on each assessment. Teachers also answered questions 
about the students’ misunderstandings. The ratings on the form were as follows: 0 – No 
responses provided, 1 – Demonstrates little to no understanding, 2 – Demonstrates some 
understanding, 3 –Demonstrates understanding. The questions had the teachers to identify 
common issues that they noticed and how they would use the data to inform future instruction. 
 The researcher observed lessons using SREB’s Powerful Mathematics Practices Rubric 
(Appendix F). The rubric allowed the observer to document teacher and student behaviors using 
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six indicators: 1) Ensuring a Balanced Approach to Mathematics 2) Engaging Students in 
Assignments that Matter 3) Utilizing Questioning and Feedback for Deeper Understanding 4) 
Using Formative Assessment Data 5) Fostering a Classroom Environment that Supports Student 
Ownership of Learning 6) Adapting Teaching and Learning to Re-Engage Students. For this 
study, the researcher looked for all indicators except the last one, number six.   
 The teachers were interviewed (Appendix G) to gather their perception of any 
implications resulting from their use of technology in the formative assessment lesson. The 
questions that were asked allowed the teachers to provide their views on technology use in 
general in mathematics and how they were trained and stay abreast of technology developments. 
All questions for the interview were open response, short answer questions.  
 Students completed a survey via Google Form (Appendix H) to express their views on 
the use of technology in a formative assessment lesson delivery. The survey contained 2 yes/no 
questions, 1 multiple select question, 9 Likert scale questions, and 1 short-answer open response 
question. For the Likert scale questions, students chose their agreement with each rating: 5 – 
Strongly Agree, 4 – Agree, 3 – Neutral, 2 – Disagree, 1 – Strongly Disagree. The scale numbers 
did not give values to the categories for comparisons. The questions asked the students about 
their perception of technology use in mathematics class and their preferences of how they are 
taught and learn mathematics as it relates to technology.  
Procedure and Time Frame 
 Eighth grade students at this middle school were enrolled in either a regular mathematics 
class or a compacted accelerated mathematics class. The students involved in this study were all 
enrolled in regular mathematics classes during the 2017-2018 school year. This study was 
conducted during the spring semester over several class periods. For convenience, the three 
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teachers selected their A-day classes to be experimental groups and their B-day classes to be 
control groups. In the experimental groups, the teacher and students participated in a formative 
assessment lesson without using any technology. In the control groups, the teacher and students 
participated in a formative assessment lesson where technology was used. An Interactive 
Whiteboard, student response system, and laptop computers are the technologies that were used 
in the lesson.  
 All students in both the experimental and control groups took the same paper-pencil pre-
lesson assessment and post-lesson assessment for the Classifying Solutions to Systems of 
Equations formative assessment lesson. The pre-lesson assessment was administered to all 
students during the class period prior to the lesson. Students were given up to 15 minutes to 
complete the assessment with no assistance from their teacher. Giving the pre-lesson assessment 
a class period before the lesson allows the teacher time to rate the student papers before the 
collaborative activity. Due to possible unfair learning opportunities for the control group, the 
collaborative activity remained the same for both experimental and control groups. The 
collaborative activity required student groups to complete equations, tables, and graphs on large 
cards. Placing the cards in a technology software program for students to complete would 
introduce students to a new technology that could pose a disadvantage for students having to 
learn to use the technology for the first time during the activity. Also, the control groups would 
not have normally used technology for the collaborative activity.  
 Students in both control and experimental groups have had frequent access to a scientific 
calculator since the school year began. The researcher and teachers decided not to prohibit the 
use of the calculators during the lesson because all students have been allowed to use them on all 
assignments. The calculators are also permissible on the end-of-year assessment. 
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 The whole class introduction and whole class discussion took place with the teacher 
using technology to deliver the lesson for the control groups. The teacher used the Interactive 
Whiteboard to display prompts and exercises for the students throughout the lesson. The student 
response system was used for the collection of data from the whole class introduction questions. 
Volunteer students from the groupings in each class manipulated their results from the 
collaborative activity on the Interactive Whiteboard to explain and justify their findings to 
classmates during the whole class discussion.  
 The whole class introduction and whole class discussion took place without the teacher 
using technology to deliver the lesson for the experimental groups. The teacher verbalized or 
wrote on a large dry-erase board to provide all instructions, exercises, and prompts for the 
students. Students wrote their responses on mini dry-erase boards and held them up to show the 
teacher. Groups displayed their results on a poster created from the collaborative activity to 
explain their results to the class. All of the formative assessment lessons are written for usability 
in all mathematics classrooms; therefore, none of the lessons require technology to implement.  
 All students were administered a paper-pencil post-lesson assessment following the 
whole class discussion. Students completed both the pre- and post-lesson assessments 
individually with no teacher assistance. The teachers rated each student’s assessment with a 
score from 0 to 3. The teacher used the data from the assessments to complete the Analyzing 
Student Data form. Each student’s pre and post paper were labeled as pre or post and a student 
number to maintain anonymity from the researcher. The researcher observer was present in one 
experimental class and one control class for each of the three teachers for the lesson delivery. 
The researcher also takes on the role of MDC district coach and would normally observe the 
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lesson and participate in assisting the teacher with the lesson delivery. To maintain the integrity 
of the study, the researcher only observed and did not assist during the lessons. 
 A debrief was held during the teacher’s planning block after all classes had experienced 
the formative assessment lesson. During the debrief, the teachers participated in a face-to-face 
interview individually to answer questions about their perceptions of technology use, training on 
technology, and student learning implications from technology use. The interviews were 
recorded to help with verbatim transcription later.  
 The students completed a survey after participating in the lesson to provide their views of 
technology use in mathematics class. Students returning a consent form were provided a link 
through email or a Learning Management System to take the survey. The teachers allowed the 
students to complete the 10-minute survey during a class block following the lesson enactment.  
Analysis Plan 
 For comparing the blocks of all three teachers simultaneously, an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) test was used. According to Mertler (2017), when comparing the data of more than 
two groups it is appropriate to analyze the data using an ANOVA test. ANOVA tests were 
conducted on the semester averages and the final comprehensive benchmark test results of each 
class to determine if the class blocks were similar groups. Unpaired-sample t-tests using 
students’ pre-lesson assessment rating scores were conducted to determine if a statistical 
significant difference existed between students’ pre-lesson assessment rating scores from the 
experimental groups and the control groups. Unpaired-sample t-tests or independent-measures t-
tests are used when comparing two groups, one treatment and one control, using a common 
dependent variable, such as assessment scores (Mertler, 2017). Paired-sample t-tests were used 
to compare data between the blocks of each teacher. When the same group is compared based on 
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a pretest and a posttest, the measures are compared using a paired-sample t-test or a repeated-
measures t-test (Mertler, 2017). In groups that were not similar, the researcher looked for 
patterns of growth from pre-lesson assessment to post-lesson assessment. Unpaired-sample t-
tests using students’ post-lesson assessment rating scores were conducted to determine if a 
statistical significant difference exists between students’ post-lesson assessment rating scores 
from the experimental groups and the control groups. Paired-sample t-tests were used to compare 
data between the blocks of each teacher. Because the data collected was categorical, chi-square 
tests were performed on the pre- and post-lesson assessment results and Likert scale student 
survey responses to determine p-values. Chi-square tests are appropriate to use on data that have 
frequency counts within a category (Mertler, 2017). The critical alpha level for p-value statistical 
analyses was set at 0.05. Coding was used to analyze the qualitative data to find important 
patterns and themes that were useful in reporting the findings of the research (Mertler, 2017). 
The students’ survey results were coded into tables to address the key factors. Patterns were 
coded from the responses presented by the teachers’ interview questions. 
Validity and Reliability  
 The FAL components were reviewed by the teachers and based on their evaluation of the 
items, the items were representative of the content they were teaching. Each teacher checked the 
questions on the lesson assessments and agreed that they measured the intended content. The 
teachers met to calibrate their ratings for scoring the students’ pre- and post-lesson assessments 
to ensure consistency. The teachers and researcher reviewed the student survey questions to 
check for grade-level language appropriateness and clarity. SREB MDC coaches and 
representatives observed mathematics lessons in this district and calibrated their ratings for the 
Powerful Mathematics Practices Rubric to ensure measurement of the intended teacher practices. 
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Each teacher administered the pre- and post-lesson assessments to their own students under the 
same conditions. The findings of this study may be generalizable to the middle school population 
for eighth grade given that a large percentage of the school’s eighth grade student population was 
used in the study. The results of this study will answer the research questions posed.  
Limitations and Scope 
 This study has many limitations and delimitations. The teachers’ years of experience may 
have influenced their pedagogical beliefs and strategies in how lessons were delivered to each 
class block. One of the teachers expressed concern with using one class in particular that 
contained all of her inclusion students. Inclusion students receive additional services with 
another teacher during the instructional day and the inclusion teacher is also present and assisting 
during the class period.  Each of the three teachers was at a different stage of MDC training. The 
training that they have received through MDC and the number of FALs they have had the 
opportunity to enact may be critical in determining the effectiveness of lesson delivery. Table 4 
below provides the teachers’ background in teaching experience, MDC participation, and FAL 
enactments. 
Table 4 
Teacher Background Experience 
Category   Teacher A  Teacher B  Teacher C 
Teaching (years)  14   1   5 
MDC Participation (years) 2   1   3 
FAL Enactments (count) 4   5   2   
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 The number of potential participants for the survey was reduced due to parents who 
refused to allow their student to participate in the survey and due to the students who declined to 
participate. The interviews and surveys were subject to sampling and measurement error. The 
students that choose to participate in the survey may have exhibited similar characteristics, 
beliefs, and practices. The role of the researcher as the district MDC coach could have played a 
role in effecting the data. The responsibility of the coach to program commitments could have 
caused some bias in the observation of the lessons. The teachers’ insufficient knowledge, 
experience, and attitudes about the technology would be another bias to consider. Teachers’ 
beliefs may have been incongruent with the instruction observed by the researcher. The teachers’ 
responses to the interview questions may not have been completely objective. The teacher’s 
identity was not anonymous to the researcher; therefore, the teachers’ responses may have 
reflected what they believe the researcher approves. It was out of the scope of this research study 
for the researcher to observe every class participating in the study. Some classes were taking 
place simultaneously. The study was delimited to only the eighth grade class in one middle 
school in a district with multiple schools of various size eighth grade mathematics populations. 
To avoid data distortion from students present for only one of the assessments, students present 
for only the pre-lesson assessment or present for only the post-lesson assessment were not 
included in the study. The student survey could have contained confusing, misleading, or unclear 
questions that may have influenced responses. The data does not include all possible answers to 
all the questions because no questions were marked as required. The survey was delivered 
electronically and respondents were not given an opportunity to seek clarity on items or terms 
unfamiliar to them. To avoid this delimitation, the researcher attempted to use language that was 
familiar to middle grades students. The teachers also reviewed the survey and provided feedback 
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on what they thought might be any misunderstanding of wording. Two questions were adjusted 
as a result of the feedback. The FAL chosen was not a FAL that the collaborative activity could 
also be delivered using technology. Only select groups of students were allowed to present their 
findings to the class.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
Results 
 
 The purpose of this mixed-methods research study was to investigate whether a statistical 
relationship exists between the post-assessment results of students engaging in a formative 
assessment lesson where the teacher delivers the lesson using technology for the whole class 
introduction and whole class discussion and students engaging in a formative assessment lesson 
where the teacher delivers the lesson without using technology for the whole class introduction 
and whole class discussion. This study also allowed for teacher and student perceptions of the 
use of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics. The questions primary to this 
research were: 
1) Does teacher enactment of a formative assessment lesson using technology for delivery of the 
whole class introduction and the whole class discussion impact the students’ performance on 
post assessments? 
H0: There is no difference in the performance on post assessments for students 
participating in a formative assessment lesson enacted with the teacher using technology 
for delivery of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion and students 
participating in a formative assessment lesson enacted without the teacher using 
technology for delivery of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion. 
2) What implications does the teacher perception of using technology to enact formative 
assessment lessons have on instruction? 
		31	
3) What are student perceptions of technology use in instruction delivery of a formative 
assessment lesson? 
 This study began with the researcher looking for eighth grade mathematics classrooms 
that were participating in the Mathematics Design Collaborative (MDC), where the teachers are 
required to implement formative assessment lessons in their classrooms. Three 8th grade 
mathematics teachers at a large suburban middle school in central Mississippi agreed to include 
their classes in this research study. The data for the sample of 321 eighth grade mathematics 
students in this study were taken from the school population of 346 eighth grade students 
enrolled in standard mathematics. Twenty-five students in Teacher A’s inclusion class were 
excluded from the study.  
 Students were participants in a formative assessment lesson, which included a pre-lesson 
assessment and a post-lesson assessment administered on two different days in the study. Only 
students present for both the pre- and post-lesson assessments were included in the tests 
conducted on the data. Of the 321 possible student participants from the three teachers’ 
seventeen blocks of standard mathematics, 244 students were present for both the pre- and post-
lesson assessments. 
 The first tests were conducted to determine if the classes for all three teachers were 
academically matched. ANOVA tests were run on the first semester averages and the final 
comprehensive benchmark test scores for the three teachers’ students to determine if there were 
statistically significant differences between the classes. The results can be found in Table 5 
below. 
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Table 5 
 
Teacher Classes Comparison 
 
 df F n p 
 
Benchmark 2 8.35 17 .0041 
Semester Avg 2 2.8 17 .0949 
Note. Teacher A has an inclusion class that is not included in the study. 
*p < .05 
 According to the results of the ANOVA tests, there were no statistically significant 
differences between any of the groups for the students’ first semester averages (p = .0949). The 
students’ final comprehensive benchmark test scores ANOVA results showed no statistically 
significant differences between the means of Teacher A classes and Teacher B classes and no 
statistically significant differences between the means of Teacher B classes and Teacher C 
classes, but there was a statistically significant difference between the means of Teacher A and 
Teacher C classes (p = .0041) at the level p < .01 according to the Tukey HSD test.  
 The teachers implemented the phases of the formative assessment lesson. Each teacher 
administered the pre-lesson assessment and the post-lesson assessment to all the students in their 
A-day classes, which were the experimental (non-tech) groups, and to all the students in their B-
day classes, which were the control (tech) groups. The pre-lesson assessment was given before 
the collaborative activity and the post-lesson assessment was given after the collaborative 
activity. The descriptive statistics for the pre- and post-lesson assessment scores for each teacher 
for the experimental and control classes are provided below in Table 6. 
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Table 6 
Students Pre- and Post-Lesson Assessment Scores Descriptive Statistics by Class per Teacher 
Teacher  n   M   SD 
Non-tech classes 
A    
  Pre   45   1.02   0.78 
  Post   45   1.73   0.72 
B    
  Pre   37   0.78   0.82 
  Post   37   1.32   0.88 
C    
  Pre    50   1.06   0.62 
  Post   50   1.48   0.68 
 
Tech classes 
 
A    
  Pre   27   1.00   0.78 
  Post   27   1.70   0.82 
B    
  Pre   42   0.57   0.63 
  Post   42   1.29   0.92 
C    
  Pre   43   0.98   0.41 
  Post   43   1.40   0.62 
 
 Because the pre- to post-lesson assessment scores would not be of interest to investigate 
considering the prediction of increase in scores, the researcher wanted to answer the research 
question: Does teacher enactment of a formative assessment lesson using technology for delivery 
of the whole class introduction and the whole class discussion impact the students’ performance 
on post assessments? The results of the teacher ratings for the students’ pre- and post-lesson 
assessments are presented in Table 7 below along with their p-values calculated from a chi-
square test. 
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Table 7 
     
  
Summary of Students’ Pre- and Post-Lesson Assessment Data  
(Total Number of Students Per Category) 
            
  
No responses 
provided  
 
Demonstrates 
little to no 
understanding  
Demonstrated 
some 
understanding  
Demonstrated 
understanding 
 
p-value 
            
Teacher A - Class 1A Non-tech 
Pre 0 6 6 0 0.0074 
Post 0 4 5 3 0.1979 
Teacher A - Class 2A Non-tech 
Pre 7 9 2 1 0.0242 
Post 0 6 10 3 0.0092 
Teacher A - Class 4A Non-tech 
Pre 5 6 3 0 0.1116 
Post 0 9 4 1 0.0029 
Teacher A - Class 5B Tech 
Pre 2 6 5 1 0.1826 
Post 1 2 7 4 0.1116 
Teacher A - Class 8B Tech 
Pre 5 8 0 0 0.0024 
Post 0 9 3 1 0.0018 
Teacher B - Class 1A Non-Tech 
Pre 5 7 1 0 0.0179 
Post 1 5 5 2 0.2699 
Teacher B - Class 3A Non-Tech 
Pre 6 6 1 2 0.1367 
Post 4 7 3 1 0.1718 
Teacher B - Class 4A Non-Tech 
Pre 4 4 1 0 0.1290 
Post 1 5 2 1 0.1888 
Teacher B - Class 5B Tech 
Pre 3 5 2 0 0.1577 
Post 0 4 4 2 0.2214 
Teacher B - Class 6B Tech 
Pre 11 6 0 0 0.0002 
Post 5 8 4 0 0.0525 
Teacher B - Class 8B Tech 
Pre 7 7 1 0 0.0097 
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Post 3 7 2 3 0.2688 
Teacher C - Class 2A Non-Tech 
Pre 4 13 2 1 0.0004 
Post 0 13 3 4 0.0003 
Teacher C - Class 3A Non-Tech 
Pre 3 13 1 0 0.0000 
Post 0 10 7 0 0.0004 
Teacher C - Class 4A Non-Tech 
Pre 0 8 5 0 0.0024 
Post 0 8 4 1 0.0077 
Teacher C - Class 5B Tech 
Pre 1 13 1 0 0.0000 
Post 0 9 4 2 0.0076 
Teacher C - Class 6B Tech 
Pre 1 16 0 0 0.0000 
Post 0 11 5 1 0.0005 
Teacher C - Class 8B Tech 
Pre 2 7 2 0 0.0210 
Post 0 9 2 0 0.0002 
*p < .05  
 According to the p-values, one non-tech class for Teacher A showed no statistically 
significant difference in the students post assessment scores (p = .1979), while the other two 
classes did show a statistically significant difference (p = .0092, p = .0029). Teacher A’s two 
tech classes showed a statistically significant difference in the scores for one class (p = .1116) 
and no statistically significant difference in the scores for the other class (p = .0018). All of the 
six classes for Teacher B, whether they were tech or non-tech, showed no statistically significant 
difference for any of the post lesson assessment scores. All of the six classes for Teacher C, 
whether they were tech or non-tech, showed a statistically significant difference in the post 
lesson assessment scores. All p-values were based on a critical alpha level of p < .05. Due to 
mixed results of the quantitative tests finding some statistically significant differences in the 
data, the null hypothesis is rejected. 
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 Although the quantitative data provides an answer to the quantitative research question, 
the researcher wanted to include qualitative data to investigate the teacher and student 
perceptions of using technology in mathematics lessons. The three teachers participated in a 
face-to-face interview to ask them questions about their frequency with using technology to 
present lessons, advantages and disadvantages of using technology, student learning impact from 
technology use, background in technology training, and thoughts concerning the formative 
assessment lesson enactments with and without using technology. Each teacher was interviewed 
separately after all class enactments of the formative assessment lesson had taken place. Their 
responses were audio recorded for transcription accuracy. The researcher read through each 
teacher’s response to each interview question and highlighted, in one color, the common phrases 
in the responses for all three teachers and highlighted, in a different color, the common phrases 
in the responses for two of the three teachers. Common themes were coded from the interview 
transcripts to answer the research question: What implications does the teacher perception of 
using technology to enact formative assessment lessons have on instruction? 
 The specific interview questions that addressed the research question were: 4) What are 
some advantages and disadvantages for you using technology in math lesson presentation? 5) 
What are some advantages and disadvantages for your students using technology to participate in 
a math lesson? 6) What, if anything, have you observed in student learning from using 
technology? 10) Are there any thoughts you want to share about your enactments of the 
formative assessment lessons using technology versus not using technology?  
Teacher A Interview Questions Responses 
 Question 4: What are some advantages and disadvantages for you using technology in 
math lesson presentation? “I find that lessons run a little smoother with technology.” Teacher A 
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also responded that she felt using traditional whiteboards only allowed so much information to 
be shown to students at one time. She elaborated on the convenience of being able to “flip back” 
to something on the interactive whiteboard so students could see it again. Another advantage 
Teacher A reported was, “I can record it right there as I’m working it.” She further asserted that 
the recorded videos, which are stored in their LMS for student access, are accessible to students 
anytime throughout the year. The primary disadvantage that Teacher A mentioned was being 
prepared with a backup plan for any unexpected technical issues with using technology. 
 Question 5: What are some advantages and disadvantages for your students using 
technology to participate in a math lesson? “I find that my students these days are digital natives, 
so they’re so embedded in technology all the time whether it’s their cell phone or their computer. 
I feel like it speaks their language almost, if you deal with technology because it just all makes 
sense to them.” Teacher A also commented that she feels students are bored with lessons where 
they are not entertained with technology. She also said that she and the other teachers have tried 
to include movement to break the monotony of students sitting in one place working on the 
computer all day long. Teacher A did not mention any disadvantages for students using 
technology to participate in a math lesson. 
 Question 6: What, if anything, have you observed in student learning from using 
technology? “I think technology allows students to be more organized.” Teacher A elaborated 
thoroughly about how her students, especially absent ones, know to check the LMS site for what 
occurred in class each day. She said her students are able to stay better organized and on track 
with the class even when they are absent due to everything for the class being electronically 
organized.  
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 Question 10: Are there any thoughts you want to share about your enactments of the 
formative assessment lessons using technology versus not using technology? “I will say that I 
found that the day I used technology the class, the lesson seemed to run smoother and we got 
further on that day than I did the previous day. The day, the other day, it took two days.” Teacher 
A also felt the lesson seemed easier for the students on the day she used technology. “I also liked 
the technology day where at the end when we were sharing our matches that we all made, uh it 
was easier for the kids to go the board and show the whole class rather than having their 
individual posters.” Teacher A also mentioned that when she looked at her students pre- and 
post-lesson assessment papers, she thought the results were about the same. “I did not see where 
one day the kids seemed to have an advantage over the other, that they all seemed to make a lot 
of the same connections and a lot…we had… the conversations were very similar.” 
Teacher B Interview Questions Responses 
 Question 4: What are some advantages and disadvantages for you using technology in 
math lesson presentation? “For me it’s an easy source.” Teacher B expressed the same advantage 
as Teacher A about the convenience of not having to rewrite problems every class because of the 
display ability of the interactive whiteboard. She also added that she felt her students made 
connections quicker from seeing the problems on the board. When asked about disadvantages, 
Teacher B responded, “Oh yeah, I think that some disadvantages to technology sometimes it 
feels a little bit impersonal.” She mentioned parents not seeing technology as an advantage due 
to the “impersonal value” of it.  Another advantage she mentioned that was the same as Teacher 
A, was the ability to upload the notes from class to the LMS for student access.  
 Question 5: What are some advantages and disadvantages for your students using 
technology to participate in a math lesson? “For students the advantages are, well that’s how 
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their state test is gonna look. It’s gonna be on the computer.” Teacher B thought students needed 
exposure to using the computer as much as possible to help them prepare for their state 
assessment. She also felt an electronic state test was a disadvantage for students. “I think that 
sometimes some of those great connections are lost because, a, a lot of math you need to really 
be able to visualize and see and conceptualize and before we get to the computer, I would like to 
see that done by hand.”  
 Question 6: What, if anything, have you observed in student learning from using 
technology? “Well if you go back to the different types of learners, you got auditory learners and 
oral learners and visual learners, I think that it definitely reaches a lot of people because it’s very 
haptic.” Teacher B further elaborated that, “I have seen the student who I don’t necessarily think 
would have succeeded if they hadn’t had the technology.” She emphasized again the advantage 
of her students having access to the lessons and being able to look at them again at home. Similar 
to Teacher A, Teacher B mentioned her students knowing how to do so much more on 
technology than she knows how to do.  She also felt that students’ interest in learning how to use 
technology and exploring it is important.  
 Question 10: Are there any thoughts you want to share about your enactments of the 
formative assessment lessons using technology versus not using technology? “It was, it was the, 
the lesson itself went smoother, faster, and I think that the kids understood a little bit more when 
I had technology.” Teacher B felt there were “hiccups” with the instructions that could have been 
avoided if the technology was used in all classes. She felt that the inability to display the 
instructions on the board for the students might have been an issue. She agreed with Teacher A 
that the discourse between the classes was the same whether she used technology or not. She 
further agreed with Teacher A that the student results display on the technology day was better. 
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“On the technology day, we were able to manipulate all of these different pieces on the board 
and I thought that was really good because a group could go up and manipulate and then the 
others could, uh, see exactly what they were doing.”  
Teacher C Interview Questions Responses 
 Question 4: What are some advantages and disadvantages for you using technology in 
math lesson presentation? “I like the bell work online or on Nspire cause it shows the results.” 
Teacher C liked the convenience of using technology in lesson delivery, which was the 
consensus of the other two teachers as well. Teacher C did not comment on the disadvantages of 
using technology in math lesson presentation.  
 Question 5: What are some advantages and disadvantages for your students using 
technology to participate in a math lesson? “I have a problem with kids like, if it’s on the 
computer, then their just gonna rely on the calculator and computer, they don’t even think about 
getting paper out. But if you gave it to them on paper, their gonna try to write stuff down so 
there’s an advantage of it makes it quicker, I guess.” Teacher C explained how students are 
discouraged from writing anything down or showing their work on paper because they are using 
the computer. He also talked about how he has not experienced any technical discipline with 
students “getting on different stuff” when they should be working on something else.  
 Question 6: What, if anything, have you observed in student learning from using 
technology? “I don’t know if I have an exact answer to that question because we hadn’t utilized 
bell work on paper and that’s really the main way that we use it, so I don’t know if I have a 
measure.” Teacher C explained that they used technology as more of a routine for the beginning 
of the lessons, but had not used an alternative other than technology to be able to compare or see 
how technology might influence student learning.  
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 Question 10: Are there any thoughts you want to share about your enactments of the 
formative assessment lessons using technology versus not using technology? “The…using the 
technology in the second day of the lesson, the B-day, was much more efficient. I know the first 
day it wasn’t smooth as the second day.” Teacher C felt the students working on their mini 
whiteboards on the non-technology day took more time. He also mentioned, as Teacher A and 
Teacher B, the final student displays of the results from the collaborative activity was better on 
the technology day. “It just made it easier where you could manipulate and see all the 
connections at once instead of just gluing them on a poster where the kids couldn’t see it real 
well.” 
Table 8 below is a summary of the teachers’ interview results, which shows the commonalities in 
the teachers’ responses.  
Table 8 
Teachers’ Interview Results Summary 
 Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C 
Backup Plan State Test Discourages Paper Use 
Videotape Lessons Impersonal Engage Students Quicker 
Pre/Post No Difference By Hand Before Technology Hindered Without 
Meet Different Learning Styles   
Canvas Upload for Student Access Later   
Student Know More Than Teacher About Using 
Technology 
  
Good Discourse With or Without Technology   
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  Directions Better Displayed with Technology 
  Bell work Only Use for Technology 
Use Technology Everyday 
Students Like Using Technology 
District Trained Through Professional Development 
Presentations Better With Technology 
Lesson Flow Smoother With Technology 
Quicker Lesson With Technology 
 
Student Survey Results 
 Another qualitative research question asked to gather more data to investigate the student 
perceptions of using technology in mathematics lessons was: What are student perceptions of 
technology use in instruction delivery of a formative assessment lesson? From this question, the 
researcher designed a survey that the teachers could administer to their classes after the 
formative assessment lesson enactments. The purpose of the survey was to give students a voice 
to express their thoughts on the role technology plays in their learning in mathematics class. The 
survey was delivered via an email link to a Google form for each student who returned a signed 
parent and student permission form to participate. The survey contained 2 yes/no questions, 1 
multiple select question, 9 Likert scale questions with response choices ranging from Strongly 
Disagree to Strongly Agree, and 1 short-answer open response question.  
 The first two yes/no questions asked the students if they were present for the specific 
formative assessment lesson enacted in the second semester of 2018 and if they returned a signed 
permission form to participate in the survey. The purpose of these two questions was to ensure 
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only students with permission were taking the survey and to determine the number of students 
who were taking the survey, but were not present for the formative assessment lesson. One 
hundred twenty-three of the 131 students taking the survey responded that they were present for 
the lesson, 7 students responded that they were not present for the lesson, and 1 student did not 
provide a response to the question.  
 The third survey question asked students to indicate which technologies they had 
experienced in their mathematics classes. The researcher was interested in knowing which 
technology resources the students had experienced. The online software application category 
provided examples for the students to know which types of applications the researcher was 
meaning and to distinguish between the online software used for homework assignments. The 
category “other” was included for students to provide any technology resource that was not 
included in the list. Only one student selected other and provided the response math videos from 
YouTube. Table 9 below provides the number and the percentage of students responding to 
question 3.  
Table 9 
Technologies Experienced in Mathematics Class  
Technology    # of respondents  percent   
Interactive Whiteboard   114      87 
Student Response System   129      98 
Laptop Computer    119      91 
Online Software Application   100      76 
Online Homework Program   127      97 
Document Camera    40      31 
Other      1      1     
  
a n = 131 
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 The Likert scale questions that were included in the survey asked students about their 
preferences for learning in mathematics class. Table 10 below provides the percentage of student 
responses to each category and the p-value for each question’s results.  
Table 10 
 
Student Survey Likert Scale Responses (Percents) 
 
 Strongly 
Disagree  
Disagree  Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 
p-value 
 
Q4. I like when my 
teacher uses 
technology to teach 
a math lesson. 
2 2 21 45 31 0.0000 
Q5. I like when I 
use technology to 
participate in a 
math lesson. 
3 8 23 35 31 0.0000 
Q6. I learn better 
when my math 
teacher uses 
technology to teach 
a lesson. 
3 8 27 35 27 0.0000 
Q7. I learn better 
when I use 
technology in a 
math lesson. 
5 11 32 27 25 0.0000 
Q8. I prefer to have 
paper copies of 
work in math class. 
11 17 18 22 31 0.0064 
Q9. I prefer to work 
hands-on with 
manipulatives in 
math class. 
4 6 32 26 32 0.0000 
Q10. I prefer to 
submit my work 
online than to turn 
in my work on 
paper. 
15 11 31 19 24 0.0040 
Q11. I am more 
successful in math 
class when my 
teacher uses 
2 10 39 30 20 0.0000 
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technology. 
Q12. I am more 
successful in math 
class when I use 
technology. 
2 12 37 32 17 0.0000 
a n = 131 b Question 7 includes responses for 130 respondents; one student did not answer Q7.  
*p < .05 
 
 The very small p-values for each Likert scale question in the student survey indicates that 
there are statistically significant differences in the responses. On all but three questions, more 
than 50% of the students chose 4 or 5, agree or strongly agree respectively, for their response. 
Question number 11 had exactly 50% of the students choosing 4 or 5. Questions number 10 and 
12 had less than 50% of the students choosing 4 or 5 as their response.  
 The last question on the survey was the open response question asking students to 
provide any additional views that they had about technology use in their math class. Fifty 
students provided additional comments. The researcher read through the comments and 
highlighted common responses. The reoccurring themes and student assertions are compiled in 
Table 11 below.  
Table 11 
Student Survey Themes 
Themes/Student Assertions Number of students 
Paper-pencil is better than technology  15 
Math is easier with technology 7 
Prefer to show work/steps on paper 5 
Learning is better with technology 12 
Technology is limited or limits math  4 
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 The 5 students that responded to the theme preferring to show their work or steps on 
paper overlap with the 15 students that responded to the theme paper-pencil is better than 
technology and gave some of the following comments:  
 “I’d rather take summatives on paper rather than online.” 
 “I like to be able to write examples on paper.” 
 “It’s easier to have a paper copy of the work sheet or test and work out problems on it.” 
 “I feel like I do better on quizzes and summatives when I do them on paper.” 
 “I do like using paper copies in math class so I can see how I worked it.” 
 “It also is hard to do math problems on the computer because you can’t work things out.” 
 Although 12 students responded they learn better in mathematics with technology, there 
was 1 student who responded, “I don’t believe that I learn better/worse when using technology.” 
The other respondents did not address how technology influenced their learning. Student 
responses that addressed the theme of technology being limited or limiting mathematics provided 
the following comments: 
 “For work like math, I would prefer to have a more hands-on experience, and I feel 
technology is limiting this.” 
 “When we do use it, it is very limited.” 
 “Technology is good but it can get in the way of class sometimes.” 
Two of the students responding to the theme that math is easier with technology also responded 
that they learn better with technology. Another response from the remaining students in the 
theme math is easier with technology commented, “It is easier for teachers to teach and visibly 
show students different things.” 
Teacher Observations  
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 Observations of one experimental class and one control class took place during the 
formative assessment lessons for each teacher. The researcher completed 5 of the 6 indicators 
from the SREB Powerful Mathematics Practices Rubric for each teacher. The indicators relevant 
to the research questions were: Indicator 2) Engaging Students in Assignments that Matter, 
Indicator 3) Utilizing Questioning and Feedback for Deeper Understanding, Indicator 4) Using 
Formative Assessment Data, and Indicator 5) Fostering a Classroom Environment that Supports 
Student Ownership of Learning. The results of the chi-square test performed at a critical alpha 
level of p < .05 to determine the p-values for the rubric results are presented in Table 12 below. 
 
Table 12 
 
Teacher Observation Rubric Ratings Results 
 
 Experimental classes 
p-value 
Control classes  
p-value 
 
Indicator 2  
Standard 1 
0.8013 0.8013 
Indicator 2 
Standard 2 
0.2998 0.2998 
Indicator 2 
Standard 3 
0.2998 0.2998 
Indicator 3 
Standard 1 
0.8013 0.2998 
Indicator 3 
Standard 2 
0.8013 0.2998 
Indicator 3 
Standard 3 
0.8013 0.2998 
Indicator 3 
Standard 4 
0.2998 0.2998 
Indicator 3 
Standard 5 
0.2998 0.2998 
Indicator 4 
Standard 1 
0.2998 0.0293 
Indicator 4 
Standard 2 
0.8013 0.2998 
Indicator 4 
Standard 3 
0.2998 0.2998 
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Indicator 5 
Standard 1 
0.2998 0.0293 
Indicator 5 
Standard 2 
0.0293 0.0293 
Indicator 5 
Standard 3 
0.2998 0.2998 
*p < .05 
 
 One indicator standard for an experimental class showed a statistically significant 
difference (p = .0293), whereas all the remaining indicator standards for experimental classes 
showed no statistically significant difference. Three indicator standards for control classes 
showed a statistically significant difference (p = .0293), whereas the remaining indicator 
standards for control classes showed no statistically significant difference.   
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CHAPTER V 
 
Discussion 
 
Summary 
 This research study investigated the impact of using technology in the delivery of a 
formative assessment lesson on student performance on the post-lesson assessments in eighth 
grade mathematics classrooms. The results of this study sought to indicate if a teacher using an 
interactive whiteboard and student response system for the presentation of the whole class 
introduction and students using technology for the presentation of the whole class discussion 
make a difference in post-lesson assessment performance compared to classes where neither the 
teacher nor students used any technology. Each of the three eighth grade math teachers in this 
study enacted one formative assessment lesson that consisted of five phases: 1) Pre-Lesson 
Assessment 2) Whole Class Introduction 3) Collaborative Activity 4) Whole Class Discussion 5) 
Post-Lesson Assessment. Students in seventeen classes, where nine classes were experimental 
(non-tech) groups and eight classes were control (tech) groups, participated in the formative 
assessment lesson Classifying Solutions to Systems of Equations. The teachers also participated 
in a one-on-one interview to gather information on their perceptions of the use of technology in 
mathematics lesson delivery. The students participated in a survey to gather information on their 
perceptions of how technology impacts their learning in mathematics class. The researcher also 
observed each teacher during one experimental class and one control class to gather anecdotal 
information to complement the research study.  
 The quantitative data results of this research study were mixed in determining whether
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the use of technology in the delivery of phases of a formative assessment lesson had an impact 
on students’ post-lesson assessment performance. The post-lesson assessment student rating 
scores for some teachers’ experimental (non-tech) and control (tech) classes showed the use of 
technology having an impact and other non-tech and tech classes showed no impact from 
technology use. Teacher A’s results indicated that for some classes there was a difference 
enough to attribute technology impacted the difference, but some classes did not show a 
difference. Teacher B’s results indicated that technology did not have an impact and Teacher C’s 
results indicated technology did have an impact.  
 The teachers commented during their interviews that they felt the days when technology 
was used allowed the lessons to flow smoother and the lessons went faster. They also felt their 
students liked using technology. Some of the advantages they provided for using technology 
included convenience for presenting content, ability to record lessons, and ability to provide 
resources electronically to students. Some of the disadvantages they provided for using 
technology in math lessons were technical issues, students encouraged not to write down 
anything, and the technology use being impersonal.  
 Students responded in the survey to multiple select, open response, and Likert scale 
questions. Their results indicated that they have used a variety of technologies in their 
mathematics classes. They also reported mixed preferences for using technology and using 
pencil and paper.  
 The teacher observations were rated using a rubric of indicators and standards for 
Powerful Mathematics Practices. The indicator standards focused on assignments that the 
teachers administered, strategies that the teachers used in implementation, and actions the 
teachers took based on the data they collected.   
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Implications of Results from Quantitative Data 
 The mixed quantitative results did not conclusively indicate that technology use in 
formative assessment lessons impacted student performance on post-lesson assessments. These 
results implicate that more research is necessary.   
Implications of Results from Teacher Interviews 
 The teachers all agreed in their interview responses that the lesson enacted on the days 
with technology flowed smoother and faster. Although the teachers were convinced technology 
use made lesson presentation easier, they did not indicate that using technology impacted their 
students’ learning. Two teachers indicated their student conversations seemed to be similar 
regardless of the use of technology. This information speculates that technology use does not 
make a difference in the student discourse that takes place.  
Implications of Results from Student Surveys 
 The student survey results were inconclusive as well to determine if technology use in a 
formative assessment lesson impacts student learning. More than 50% of the students taking the 
survey indicated a fondness for technology use and credited technology with better learning in 
mathematics, but less than 50% attributed technology use to their success in mathematics. This 
result implicates students may be unsure as to whether the use of technology impacts their 
learning. 
Implications of Results from Teacher Observations 
 The teacher observation rubric results provided the least evidence for technology use 
impacting student performance on post-lesson assessments. The results suggested teachers 
selected quality assignments, used the formative assessment data to inform instruction, and used 
appropriate formative assessment strategies with their students. The rubric results did not 
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indicate the use of technology in the lesson and therefore could not be used to determine if 
technology had an impact on student learning.  
Overall Implications 
 The overall implications of this research study indicate that teachers using technology in 
the delivery of a formative assessment lesson will not impact student learning. Teachers may use 
technology in a lesson to meet the needs of students who believe the use of technology helps 
them learn better and easier in mathematics. Teachers may also use technology if they feel more 
comfortable presenting a lesson with technology. Students may prefer to use technology, but 
teachers should not expect the students’ performance to be impacted if they use technology.  
Relevance to Literature Review 
 The researcher began the study with a concern as to whether the use of technology had an 
impact on student performance because the school district in the study has invested in supplying 
the mathematics classrooms with a wealth of technology resources. The theoretical position of 
the researcher was in support of the technology having an impact on student learning based on 
the abundance of technology available for use in mathematics teaching. Based on the teachers’ 
selection of classes for experimental and control, the interview responses, and the student survey 
responses, the teachers and students seemed to expect technology to have a positive impact on 
student performance.  
 The teachers were given the autonomy to choose which classes they wanted as 
experimental and which classes they wanted as control. The teachers unanimously decided to 
implement the lesson to their experimental classes first and all on the same day. Reflection on 
the lesson from the previous day is inevitable and the teachers would naturally think about things 
that could have been done differently to improve the lesson the next time it is taught. By waiting 
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until the next day, which happened to be on a Monday after a weekend, to enact the lesson to the 
control groups, the teachers had days to think about the things they wanted to change. The 
researcher was intentional in a conversation with each teacher before the control group 
enactments to remind them to stay as close as possible to the same way the enactment took place 
for the experimental groups. The teachers agreed not to make any changes except the necessary 
ones for enacting the lesson with technology. The control and experimental groups that were 
observed seemed to be enacted with the same fidelity.  
  The teacher interview responses indicated that they thought the student discourse and 
conversations were about the same in both the experimental and control groups. This assertion is 
not in agreement with the literature. McKnight et al. (2016) believe that technology use in 
classrooms enhances collaboration and communication between students and teachers. The 
teachers’ belief that the use of an interactive whiteboard enhanced the quality of their 
instructional presentation does agree with Liang, Huang, and Tsai (2012) who concluded, from 
their study of classroom observations where teachers used interactive whiteboards, quality of 
instructional presentations was improved with board use.  
 Research cautions about using technology as only a presentation tool (Bos, 2009). Bos 
(2009) declares that technology should be used to explore mathematical relationships. In this 
research study the teachers and students only used the interactive whiteboard and student 
response system as presentation tools. McQuillan, Northcote, and Beamish (2012) suggest 
interactive whiteboards (IWBs) be used “with pedagogical caution and informed intent” (p. 4). 
When used improperly, IWBs could create misunderstandings or cause learning difficulties 
(McQuillan, Northcote, & Beamish, 2012). Despite these cautions from research, the teachers in 
this study felt their use of interactive whiteboards provided advantages for their students. 
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 In their study of IWB use in two primary schools, McQuillan et al. (2012) provided 
implications for teachers to consider when using IWBs in the classroom. On average, students in 
their study had a positive view of IWB use in the classroom, claiming they learnt more, 
participated more frequently, and that work was easier to understand when their teacher used an 
IWB (McQuillan et al., 2012). The student survey responses for this research study concur with 
the literature’s claim of learning more and work being easier to understand. More than 50% of 
the students responded with agree or strongly agree to better learning when they used technology 
and the teacher used technology. In the additional comments, students reported mathematics 
being easier with the use of technology.  
 Teachers in a study from the literature review felt students were more engaged and 
motivated when IWBs were used in the classroom, but they sited connection issues and 
preparation time as factors that interrupted lessons and affected teaching (McQuillan et al., 
2012). One of the teachers in this study also sited technical issues as a disadvantage to using 
technology. None of the teachers in this study indicated they thought their students were more 
engaged or motivated with the use of the interactive whiteboard. According to Quashie (2009), 
IWBs may be inappropriate for some lessons, could be used in ways that render them non-
interactive, and are unnecessary to engage and motivate students.  
 The research in support of technology use in classrooms often states the positive effects 
of enhancing student motivation, engagement, participation, and learning (Eyyam & Yaratan, 
2014; McQuillan et al., 2012; Quashie, 2009; Türel & Johnson, 2012; Vassos, 2004;). In Türel 
and Johnson’s (2012) study, they highlight the benefits of the IWB for tactile and visual learners 
with students being able to touch the board and see different media. Teacher B is the only teacher 
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in this study who mentioned learning styles. She indicated feeling the learning styles of her 
students were better met with the use of technology. 
 In the research results from Eyyam and Yaratan (2014), students preferred classes that 
use technology but the students were unsure if the technology helped in their success. The 
student survey results in this study indicated that more than 50% agreed or strongly agreed to 
liking when the teacher used technology and when they used technology in mathematics lessons. 
One student provided an additional response that they did not believe they learned better or 
worse when using technology. The two survey questions asking whether students thought they 
were more successful when their teacher used technology or when they used technology did not 
receive more than 50% of the students in agreement. This result indicates that students may be 
unsure as to whether technology impacts their learning in mathematics. Zbiek (2010) informs 
about the mixed research messages concerning technology tools in mathematics classrooms and 
their impact on student learning. In reviewing the literature, Zbiek (2010) found in “studies that 
compare technology use with nonuse–or that compare alternative technologies–often are 
comparing, perhaps implicitly, outcomes of substantively different goals and curricula” (p. 40).    
Limitations 
 There were limitations that arose during this study that were not considered before the 
study began. The instruments in the study were the sources for most of the limitations. The 
interview protocol, student survey, and observation rubric were designed to provide conclusive 
evidence to answer the research questions, but their results revealed flaws in their construction.  
 The teacher interview questions included many generic questions related to technology 
and only one question about the implementation of the formative assessment lesson. The teachers 
answered questions about their technology training and how they use technology in their 
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everyday lessons, which was helpful in understanding their perceptions of technology. However, 
the one question about formative assessment lesson implementation did not focus on specific 
aspects of the lesson where technology was used. The teacher responses to the question provided 
more comparison of the experimental classes day to the control classes day instead of their 
opinion of the role technology played in student learning. Specific questions to address this topic 
should have been part of the interview protocol.   
 The student survey questions were generic as well to gather information about their 
perceptions of technology use. More specific questions to address the students’ thoughts on their 
learning through technology use would have better addressed the research questions. All students 
with permission, whether they were in the experimental or control group, took the survey and all 
of their results were gathered in one list. The results were not divided into two groups to have the 
results of students in the experimental group separate from the results of students in the control 
group. Knowing what students in each group thought about technology use could have provided 
distinguishing factors if the experimental group did not believe the same as the control group.  
 The observation rubric indicated teacher implementation of best practices but the use of 
technology use was not explicitly stated in the rubric indicators. No mention of technology made 
it difficult to relate the rubric results as answers to the research questions. The rubric indicators 
were focused on the value of the lesson content and actions of the teacher and students, which 
limited the observer in rating differently from experimental to control classes. Most teacher 
ratings remained the same for both experimental and control groups.    
 The teachers implementing only one formative assessment lesson to their classes was a 
limitation for the study. A variety of formative assessment lessons are available for eighth grade 
math, but the short time of the study allowed the teachers to implement only one lesson. This 
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particular lesson was a concept development lesson, but there are also problem solving lessons. 
Teachers implementing more than one of both kinds of lessons could indicate whether 
technology impacts both concept development and problem solving lessons.   
 Another limitation of the study is using the word technology and not specifying the actual 
technology resource and how it would be used. In this study, the use of technology only includes 
the teachers and students using interactive whiteboards and student response systems. The 
teachers and students were not using the technology as devices to aid in learning, only as 
presentation tools.   
Recommendations for Future Research  
 This study was worthwhile to investigate the use of technology in formative assessment 
lesson enactment for insight to ways teachers can modify lessons with technology and uses of the 
interactive whiteboard in lesson presentations for teachers and students. Data was collected from 
the pre- and post-lesson assessments to indicate whether technology use during the formative 
assessment lesson impacted student learning. More data would need to be collected through 
multiple trials to determine if technology use in formative assessment lessons has an impact on 
student learning. This study included the implementation of one formative assessment lesson at 
one middle school. A study involving more teachers at various middle schools enacting more 
than one formative assessment lesson over time would be better for investigating whether 
technology use for presentations has an impact on students’ post lesson assessment performance. 
Specifics about the actual technology used and its purpose to increase student learning would be 
better suited for a study of technology’s impact on student learning.  
 The limitations of this study revealed implications for future research that include 
modifying the interview protocol, student survey, and teacher observation rubric. Instruments 
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designed to gather specific data related to the research questions instead of generic information 
are recommended. Interview protocol questions could include questions about the actual 
technology used and how it might impact student learning. The student survey could have 
questions to address student preferences about specific technology use and have choices to select 
from that are not limited to a range between agree and disagree. An observation rubric with 
indicators specific to rating teachers on the technology being used and how students interact with 
the technology is recommended.  
 School districts, especially the one in this study, have spent large amounts of money to 
equip classrooms with technology resources. The presence of technology does not indicate that 
teachers are utilizing it with fidelity. Using technology does not indicate that it is impacting 
student learning. The results of this study may raise questions of whether technology purchases 
are worth the investment. The implications from this research indicate that technology use in a 
formative assessment lesson does not necessarily impact student learning.  
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CHAPTER VI 
 
Addendum: Informal Further Study 
In the original research, the investigation studied the use of technology by eighth grade 
mathematics teachers during enactment of a Formative Assessment Lesson (FAL). The teachers 
used the interactive whiteboard primarily as a presentation tool during the whole class 
introduction and the whole class discussion of the lesson for the control groups. The teachers 
used a student response system to send questions to the student devices and to collect their 
responses to the questions. The teachers did not use the interactive whiteboard or the student 
response system in the experimental groups. Students completed a pre-lesson assessment before 
participating in a collaborative activity and completed a post-lesson assessment after the 
collaborative activity. The study sought to find whether technology use during parts of the lesson 
impacted the students’ performance on the post-lesson assessment.  The study results were mixed 
and did not determine whether or not the use of technology had an impact on student 
performance on the post-lesson assessment. One of the implications for future research was to be 
more specific about the types of technology and how it was used. Based on this implication, a 
look into the teacher’s background and training with technology and an investigation into 
implications from observing peers’ use of technology were selected for this study. Because the 
teachers had never officially observed one another, even though they plan all their lessons 
together, an observation component was considered. The teachers’ lesson deliveries in the 
observations during the original project were vastly different. Seeing such varied strategies 
prompted a wonder for whether or not the teachers discussed teaching methods or modeled any
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of the lessons during their planning time. These implications and curiosities led to a study of the 
following research questions:  
 1) What are the implications of teacher peer observations during mathematics lessons 
when looking for peer use of technology? 
2) What impact does teacher peer observations during mathematics lessons have on 
lesson delivery for the observer? 
3) What role does a teacher’s technology background and training play in technology use 
during lessons in eighth grade mathematics classrooms? 
A research plan was developed to include reviewing the interview questions and results 
about technology background and training from the previous study, teacher observations of each 
other with the researcher, and a debrief session with the three teachers. Table 13 below indicates 
the blocks that the teachers observed their colleagues with the researcher. The peer observations 
took place on A-day, October 24, 2018.  
Table 13 
 
Class Observation Schedule by Teacher 
 
 Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C 
Planning Block - 3A Planning Block - 2A Planning Block - 1A 
1st half of block 3A –  
Observes Teacher B 
1st half of block 2A –  
Observes Teacher C 
1st half of block 1A –  
Observes Teacher A 
2nd half of block 3A –  
Observes Teacher C 
2nd half of block 2A –  
Observes Teacher A 
2nd half of block 1A –  
Observes Teacher B 
Common Planning Block - 4B  
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 The format of the observations allowed the researcher to see a beginning of the block and 
an ending of the block for each teacher. During the observations, the researcher took field notes 
while each teacher completed a form to document their Look Fors and Evidence (Appendix P). 
 Each teacher observed their peer’s use of technology and chose an additional Look For 
that they wanted feedback on. An additional Look Fors list was provided to the teachers that 
included the following items: 
• Feedback 
• Student equity 
• Wait time 
• Learning goals/intentions 
• Student-centered classroom 
• Culture/climate safe for student mistakes 
• Mathematical discourse 
• Standards for Mathematical Practice 
• Formative assessment 
• Differentiation 
The additional Look For selected by each teacher is listed below: 
• Use of Technology  - All 
• Teacher A – Wait Time 
• Teacher B – Questioning 
• Teacher C – Questioning 
 After the observations, the researcher allowed each teacher time to process what they had 
observed from their peers and an opportunity to incorporate some of the strategies they had seen 
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by waiting a week before debriefing with the teachers. A week after the observations occurred, 
the researcher revisited the teachers during their common planning block to debrief from the 
observations the previous week. During the debriefing, a series of questions were asked for the 
teachers to provide reflections and feedback.  
 For this study, the researcher began with revisiting the interview questions from the 
previous study. Two questions asked about the teachers’ technology background and training: 
Question 7 - How have you been trained to use the technologies that are present in your lessons? 
Question 9 - As more technologies are developed, how do you learn about new technologies to 
use in math?  
The Interview 
7) How have you been trained to use the technologies that are present in your lessons?  
 
Teacher A 
 
 Teacher A is the most experienced of the three teachers with fourteen years of teaching 
experience before the research study began. Teacher A used an interactive whiteboard and a 
student response system in the lesson. For the Smart interactive whiteboard, Teacher A replied 
that she simply dove in and started playing with the board until she figured out how it worked. 
She says that her district provided some formal training on the student response system.  
Teacher B 
 
 Teacher B is the least experienced of the three teachers with one year of teaching 
experience prior to the original research study. Teacher B also used an interactive whiteboard 
and student response system in the lesson. Teacher B started using Smart technology when she 
was in high school. During a teacher mentor program her senior year, she was allowed to create 
lessons using the technology. After she graduated from high school, she did not use the 
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technology again until she started her teaching career. There was little to no training offered, but 
she asked questions and experienced trial and error while becoming familiar with the technology 
again. She also commented as Teacher A did that she received some training from the district on 
the student response system. 
Teacher C 
 
 Teacher C had five years of teaching experience prior to participating in the research 
study. Although Teacher C did not mention the technology used in the lesson, he spoke about 
professional development training provided by his school district, where he attended during the 
summer and when curriculum specialists provided training at his school during planning blocks. 
He commented that the best training was when he was allowed to participate in the training as a 
student.   
9) As more technologies are developed, how do you learn about new technologies to use in 
math?  
Teacher A 
 
 Following blogs, reading message boards, and going to training were the primary ways 
Teacher A responded that she learns about new technologies in math. Teacher A also learns 
about new technologies from attending conferences, which is where she saw a document camera 
being used for the first time. Participation in a study for Harvard introduced her to the swivel, 
which she used with a tablet to videotape her class. To know how to use the products she said, “I 
just read the instruction manual and figured out how to use it.” Exposure to technology through 
seeing other teachers use it in their classes prompts Teacher A to think of ways to adapt the 
technology to use in her classes.  
Teacher B 
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 A focus on technology through math classes in college was how Teacher B learned about 
new technologies. She also has had administrators to inform her of new technologies. Even 
though Teacher B says she does not seek out technology as much as she used to, she is not 
opposed to asking about new technology if she is not finding it through workshops and training.  
Teacher C 
 
 Teacher C credits professional development, online resources, and administrators with 
informing him of new technologies. He also learns about new technology from talking with other 
teachers in his building.  
 
 All three teachers talked about how they had been trained through professional 
development from their district. The table below captures the teachers’ responses to the interview 
questions about their technology background and training. 
Table 14 
 
Teacher Interview Responses for Technology Questions 
 
 Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C 
Blogs/Message Boards College Planning Block/Summer Training 
Participating in Studies Mentor Teacher Websites/Online Resources 
Observing Other Classes Requests Training Talking to Colleagues 
Trial and Error  Participating as Student 
Conferences/Workshops   
  Administrator Notification 
Student Response System Training 
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Interactive Whiteboard Technology Access 
District Professional Development 
 
 After revisiting the technology questions from the first study, the researcher scheduled 
peer observations with the teachers. As each of the teachers observed their colleagues they 
completed an Observation Look Fors and Evidence sheet. The first Look For that each teacher 
observed was his or her colleagues’ use of technology. 
The Observations 
 
 Table 15 below captures a summary of the results for each teacher from their peer’s 
Observation Look For and Evidence Form. 
Table 15 
 
Teacher Observation Look For and Evidence Form Results 
 
 Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C 
Use of interactive whiteboard/calculators  Use of timer and document camera 
Software used 
as motivational 
tool 
Posed questions for students to 
self-assess 
Modeled bell work 
Inconsistent 
with wait time 
Repeated student answers to 
questions 
Class discussion before revealing 
correct answers 
Modeled bell 
work 
Asked open, less formal, but 
leading questions 
Suggest asking about process when 
students are incorrect 
 
 
 
Teacher C 
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 Teacher C was the first of the three teachers to participate in the observations. Teacher C 
and the researcher observed Teacher A during the first half of first block. Teacher C documented 
observing student response software and calculators being used by the students in Teacher A’s 
class for bell work. He also noted how Teacher A was using the software as a motivation tool 
with the students trying to earn the highest possible percentage as a class. He mentioned the 
teacher was using the student responses to formally assess and correct incomplete student 
responses. In the second Look For chosen by Teacher A, wait time, Teacher C noticed the 
intentionality of Teacher A. She was being deliberate about waiting for students to respond to 
questions. Teacher A was not consistent with her wait time and Teacher C wrote in his 
documentation that she interrupted one student and finished his response for him. 
 The second half of first block, Teacher C observed Teacher B. He documented the use of 
the interactive whiteboard and calculators for the Use of Technology Look For. More scripting 
was included for the second Look For, questioning. Teacher C noted that Teacher B posed 
questions that students could ask himself or herself to check their work. He also recorded that 
Teacher B repeated the student answers when they replied to her questions.    
Teacher B 
 The second block round of observations took place with Teacher B observing Teacher C 
the first half of the block and observing Teacher A the remaining half of the block. Teacher B 
noticed how the student response software was being used during bell work for students to input 
their answer choices. She also recorded that there was a computer in the back of the room being 
used as a timer and she noted the teacher’s use of a document camera. Teacher B found it 
interesting that Teacher C was modeling the bell work for his students and he was reviewing the 
student answers at the end of the conversation. He allowed his students to vote on the answers 
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and participate in classroom discussion before he would reveal the correct answers. Teacher C 
also chose questioning as his second Look For. Teacher B listed the questions of interest that she 
heard Teacher C ask, but she did not elaborate or provide any other details about his questioning.  
 During the second half of second block as Teacher B was observing Teacher A, she 
noticed how the teacher used her interactive whiteboard technology to manipulate what students 
could and could not see on the board. Parts of a problem were revealed at different times as the 
teacher wanted students to discuss. She noted that Teacher A also modeled the bell work for her 
students. In observing wait time, Teacher A’s second Look For, Teacher B documented that 
Teacher A would ask a question and then wait for students to figure out on their own. Teacher B 
also said Teacher A had great opening questions. 
Teacher A 
 Teacher A, who had fourteen years of teaching experience, took far fewer notes on her 
form for her two observations than did the other two teachers, Teacher B with one year of 
teaching experience and Teacher C with five years of teaching experience. For use of 
technology, Teacher A noted bell work, feedback, and slides during her observation of Teacher 
B in the first half of third block. Teacher A did not provide details of how the listed items related 
to the teacher’s use of technology. In looking for questioning, she noticed Teacher B asking 
open, less formal, but leading questions of her students.  
 In looking for the same two Look Fors in Teacher C’s class in the second half of third 
block, Teacher A recorded slides were being used with the technology. When observing 
questioning, Teacher A offered suggestions on the form for Teacher B. She wrote Teacher B 
should offer an illustration with the questions and ask about the process when students are 
wrong.  
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 After all the observations took place, the researcher scheduled a debrief session with all 
three teachers in attendance. During the debrief three questions were asked for the teachers to 
provide responses. Teacher A spoke first most often when the questions were asked. Teacher A 
is the most experienced of the three teachers and her responses to the questions may have 
influenced her peers’ responses. 
The Debrief  
Question 1: Were there any adjustments that you made to your lessons after you observed your 
peers? 
 Each teacher opened the lesson with the same bell work; however, the presentation of the 
opener was left to each teacher’s discretion. Teacher C used a geometric model of a cube as a 
manipulative for one of the questions that assessed volume. After the other two teachers 
observed his class, Teacher A did not make any adjustments to her lessons because her physical 
cube was not easily accessible, but Teacher B pulled her model cube out of a closet to use for 
demonstration with her remaining classes. During the debrief, Teacher A commented, “All the 
time we were talking about volume that’s a perfect time to have that physical model out ready to 
show them this is what we’re talking about.”   
  Teacher C noticed the way Teacher A used the technology to present her bell work and 
even though he liked the way she used the technology to make the answer review process more 
efficient, he did not make the adjustment in his bell work presentation. Teacher C said, “I like 
how you collected it, then you asked them what the answers were, then you went over it. And 
then you went back and reviewed the responses.”  He also felt that Teacher A was using the 
student response technology as more of a motivation tool for her students. Teacher B was curious 
and asked Teacher A to explain her process because she did not get to observe the opener for 
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Teacher A. After Teacher A explained her process, Teacher B also discovered that Teacher A 
and Teacher C modeled the process of what students should have on their papers by using a 
blank notebook page on their interactive whiteboards to write down the answers to the questions 
so students would know what they should have written in their notes for notebook checks. The 
teachers also discussed the amount of time they each allowed students to work on the bell work. 
Teacher B added, “I don’t know if I could start immediately doing it that way cause the way that 
I do bell work right now is very different from both of ya’lls. Both of you model…and I don’t.”  
 Teacher A talked about how Teacher B seemed to go over her bell work much faster. She 
mentioned a concern of how much more time it could take if Teacher B did change and add the 
modeling component. Teacher B admitted to not knowing enough about the student response 
system software to review her bell work the same as the other two teachers. She asked about 
training and Teacher A offered to help by inviting her to come observe when she would be using 
the software. Another adjustment that was made by Teacher B was, “I reworded how I asked 
some of my questions based on the way that you did [Teacher A].”   
Question 2: Were there some strategies or methods that you saw that might influence what you 
may do for future lessons? 
 Teacher B liked the way Teacher C questioned his students. She appreciated how he 
focused his questions to repeatedly address the content. The teachers also discussed ideas for 
creating flash cards to help students with recalling concepts and creating posters to focus on the 
vocabulary. Calculator use was also discussed and the teachers strayed a little off task to talk 
about rational numbers. The teachers mentioned very few strategies that they thought would 
influence what they might do for future lessons.  
Question 3: What are some reflections on the process of observing one another? 
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 All three teachers seemed to like the process of observing one another. Teacher A 
commented, “I like seeing how you might say something different or you might question 
something different.” Teacher C talked about how they each think of things at a moment’s 
notice, but they do not think to share the changes with their colleagues. Observing each other 
would give them an opportunity to see how each makes adjustments in their lessons from what 
they discuss in their planning meetings. Teacher C said, “There is stuff we do every single lesson 
that we don’t think about, we just adjust.” Teacher A suggested they plan to observe each other 
once every unit and choose a focus that they would give each other feedback about.     
Conclusion 
 All three teachers noticed in their peer observations which technologies were being 
utilized and how each technology was being used with the students. In most cases, each teacher 
documented how the other two teachers may have used the technology differently than how he or 
she was using the technology. After the observations, one teacher made adjustments to her 
lessons the same day and the other two teachers had plans to update their lessons in the future 
based on what they observed. All three teachers expressed an interest during the debrief to 
observe one another more often to see how each presents his or her lesson with the technology 
and to provide their colleagues with feedback. When one of the teachers would alter his or her 
lesson from what they discussed during their common planning, the changes would not always 
be communicated to the other two teachers. Through an observation, the teachers would be able 
to see the adjustments for themselves.  
 In the original research study, the results were mixed in determining whether or not 
technology use for lesson delivery in a Formative Assessment Lesson impacted student 
performance on the post-lesson assessment. In this informal study of technology used during 
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lessons that were not Formative Assessment Lessons, the researcher was looking for implications 
from teacher observations of their peers’ use of technology. The qualitative data collected 
indicated that each teacher found at least one aspect of their peer’s use of technology that 
influenced his or her lesson delivery in their remaining classes that day or for future classes. The 
implications of the peer observations indicate the teachers appreciated the process and had an 
interest in observing each other in the future.  
 Peer observations proved to be an important aspect of informing teacher practice in this 
research study. As the teachers in this study observed their peers, they noted changes they could 
make in their own lesson delivery and adapted their teaching to include those changes. Because 
of this influence in peer observations, the researcher plans to continue investigating the 
implications of peer observations in the future.  
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Appendix G 
 
Interview Protocol 
 
1. Tell me what a typical day’s lesson in your math class looks like. 
2. How often do you use technology to present a math lesson? 
3. How often do your student use technology to participate in a math lesson? 
4. What are some advantages/disadvantages for you using technology in math lesson 
presentations? 
5. What are some advantages/disadvantages for your students using technology to 
participate in a math lesson? 
6. What, if anything, have you observed in student learning from using technology? 
7. How have you been trained to use the technologies that are present in your lessons? 
8. How do you think your students feel about using technology in your classroom? 
9. As more technologies are developed, how do you learn about new technologies to use in 
math? 
10. Are there any thoughts you want to share about your enactments of the formative 
assessment lessons using technology and without using technology? 
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Appendix L 
Consent for Your Child to Participate in Research 
 
 
Study Title: Student Views of Math Lessons Taught With or Without Technology 
	
Investigator	LaVonda	White	Mathematics	Curriculum	Department		Rankin	County	School	District	(601)	825-5590	lwhite@rcsd.ms		
	
Advisor	Allan	Bellman,	Ph.D.	Associate	Professor	of	Mathematics	Education	Department	of	Teacher	Education	The	University	of	Mississippi	(662)	915-5309	abellman@olemiss.edu	
 
The purpose of this study 
 
We want to know whether a student’s views about a lesson taught by a teacher using technology 
has different affects on their learning from a lesson taught by a teacher without using 
technology.  
 
What your child will do for this study 
1. Your child will participate in a normal class activity where the teacher either delivers 
the lesson using technology or the teacher delivers the lessons without using 
technology.   
2. All students will complete a lesson pre-assessment, post-assessment, and 
collaborative activity as they normally do when the teacher gives this type of lesson. 
3. All students with parental consent will complete a survey to answer questions about 
how they think the use of technology influences their learning. Students will answer 
statements (such as: I learn best when I use technology to participate in a math 
lesson) by choosing a number from 1 to 5 in a scale where 1=Strongly Disagree and 
5=Strongly Agree. 
 
Time required for this study 
 
This study will take a normal class period of about 90 minutes for the lesson and post-
assessment. The pre-assessment takes about 15 minutes of the class period prior to the lesson. 
The survey will take about 10 minutes for students to complete. 
  
Possible risks from participation 
 
There are no anticipated risks to your child from participating in the study. 
 
Benefits from participation 
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Your child should not expect benefits or incentives from participating in this study. However, 
your child might experience satisfaction from contributing to scientific knowledge. Also, 
answering the survey questions might make your child more aware of his or her preference for 
learning in math class – sometimes this can help lead to improved learning outcomes.  
 
Confidentiality 
 
All information in the study will be collected from your child anonymously: it will not be possible 
for anyone, even the researchers, to associate your child with his or her responses.  
Right	to	Withdraw		
Your	child	does	not	have	to	participate	in	this	study,	and	there	is	no	penalty	if	he	or	she	
refuses.		If	your	child	starts	the	study	and	decides	that	they	do	not	want	to	finish,	they	are	to	
inform	the	teacher	who	will	direct	them	to	exit	the	survey.	Whether	or	not	your	child	
participates	or	withdraws,	it	will	not	affect	his	or	her	current	or	future	relationship	with	the	
school,	and	it	will	not	cause	your	child	to	lose	any	benefits	to	which	they	were	entitled.		
IRB Approval 
This study has been reviewed by The University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review Board 
(IRB).  The IRB has determined that this study fulfills the human research subject protections 
obligations required by state and federal law and University policies.  If you have any questions 
or concerns regarding your rights or your child’s rights as a research participant, please contact 
the IRB at (662) 915-7482 or irb@olemiss.edu. Please	ask	the	researcher	if	there	is	anything	that	is	not	clear	or	if	you	need	more	information.		When	all	your	questions	have	been	answered,	then	decide	if	you	want	your	child	to	be	in	the	study	or	not.	
Statement	of	Consent	I	have	read	the	above	information.		I	have	been	given	an	unsigned	copy	of	this	form.		I	have	had	an	opportunity	to	ask	questions,	and	I	have	received	answers.		I	consent	to	allow	my	child	to	participate.		Furthermore,	I	also	affirm	that	the	researcher	explained	the	study	to	me	and	told	me	about	the	study’s	risks	as	well	as	my	right	and	my	child’s	right	to	refuse	to	participate	and	to	withdraw,	and	that	I	am	the	parent/legal	guardian	of	the	child	listed	below.			Signature		 		Date		Printed	name	of	Parent/Legal	Guardian	 	 	 Printed	name	of	Child	
_________________________________________	 	 	 ______________________________________	
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Appendix	M	
INFORMATION	SHEET	
	
Title:		 The	Impact	of	Using	Technology	in	the	Enactment	of	Formative	Assessment	Lessons	in	Eighth	Grade	Mathematics	Classes	
Investigator	LaVonda	White	Mathematics	Curriculum	Department	Rankin	County	School	District	601-825-5590	lwhite@rcsd.ms	
Advisor	Allan	Bellman,	Ph.D.	Associate	Professor	of	Mathematics	Education	Department	of	Teacher	Education	The	University	of	Mississippi	(662)	915-5309	abellman@olemiss.edu	
	 	
	By	checking	this	box	I	certify	that	I	am	18	years	of	age	or	older.	
	
Description	The	research	in	this	project	is	being	conducted	to	better	understand	if	technology	use	in	formative	assessment	lesson	enactment	impacts	student	performance	in	eighth	grade	math	classes.	The	questions	in	this	interview	will	focus	on	your	experiences	in	teaching	students	mathematics	using	technology.	Feel	free	to	ask	any	questions	you	may	have	about	the	project.	You	will	not	be	asked	for	your	name	or	any	other	identifying	information.		
Cost	and	Payments	Besides	the	time	devoted	to	participating	in	the	interview,	there	is	no	other	cost	associated	with	this	study.	There	are	no	payments	for	your	participation	in	this	study.	
Risks	and	Benefits	There	are	no	anticipated	risks	of	participating	in	this	study.	
Confidentiality	Your	identifying	information	will	not	be	used	for	any	part	of	this	research	project.	Your	school	will	also	not	be	identified	to	prevent	anyone	from	identifying	you.	The	results	of	this	interview	may	be	shared	with	other	doctoral	students	in	this	program	and	the	class	instructor.	This	interview	will	be	recorded	for	clarity	of	your	statements	and	the	recording	will	be	destroyed	after	the	research	project	is	completed.	
Right	to	Withdraw		Your	participation	in	this	study	is	optional.	You	are	not	required	to	complete	the	interview,	nor	are	you	required	to	answer	all	the	interview	questions.	Should	you	begin	the	study	and	then	decide	you	no	longer	wish	to	participate,	please	inform	LaVonda	White	verbally.		
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IRB	Approval	 	 	This	study	has	been	reviewed	by	The	University	of	Mississippi’s	Institutional	Review	Board	(IRB).		If	you	have	any	questions,	concerns,	or	reports	regarding	your	rights	as	a	participant	of	research,	please	contact	the	IRB	at	(662)	915-7482	or	irb@olemiss.edu.			
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Appendix	N	
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
RELEASE  
For valuable consideration, I do hereby authorize The University of Mississippi, its assignees, agents, 
employees, designees, and those acting pursuant to its authority (“UM”) to:  a. Record	my	participation	and	appearance	on	video	tape,	audio	tape,	film,	photograph	or	any	other	medium	(“Recordings”).		b. Use	my	name,	likeness,	voice	and	biographical	material	in	connection	with	these	recordings.		c. Exhibit,	copy,	reproduce,	perform,	display	or	distribute	such	Recordings	(and	to	create	derivative	works	from	them)	in	whole	or	in	part	without	restrictions	or	limitation	in	any	format	or	medium	for	any	purpose	which	The	University	of	Mississippi,	and	those	acting	pursuant	to	its	authority,	deem	appropriate.			d. I	release	UM	from	any	and	all	claims	and	demands	arising	out	of	or	in	connection	with	the	use	of	such	Recordings	including	any	claims	for	defamation,	invasion	of	privacy,	rights	of	publicity,	or	copyright.	
Name: _______________________________________________ 
Address:______________________________________________ 
Phone No.:____________________________________________ 
Signature:_____________________________________________ 
Parent/Guardian Signature (if under 18):_____________________ 	 									
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Appendix	O	INTERVIEW	TRANSCRIPTION:		
Teacher	A		Me:	Tell	me	what	a	typical	day’s	lesson	in	your	math	class	looks	like.		Teacher	A:	Umm	we	start	with	bell	work	through	ah	TI-Nspire	Navigator	software	and	the	kids	use	on	their	computer.	They	log	in,	they	are	given	20	minutes	or	so	to	work	anywhere	from	5	to	7	questions.	Umm	they	work	in	groups.	Umm	then	we	go	over	that	bell	work	then	we	go	into	that	day’s	lesson	or	can	pick	up	where	we	left	off	the	day	before.	Umm	we	don’t	usually	end	up	with	a	lot	of	free	time	at	the	end	of	class,	but	if	we	do,	we	use	an	online	program	Math	XL	for	homeworks	so	I	let	them	go	online	and	work	on	the	practice	problems	that	we	would	have	covered	in	class	that	day.	If	we	have	time.		Me:	Good.	Um	how	often	do	you	use	technology	to	present	a	math	lesson?		Teacher	A:	Everyday.	100%.	Like	I	use	my	interactive	whiteboard	or	their	computer,	Canvas,	Nspire,	all	that.			Me:	So	that	next	question,	how	often	do	your	students	use	technology	to	participate	in	a	math	lesson	would	be	the	same	answer?		Teacher	A:	Uh,	they	use	Nspire	everyday,	unless	we’re	taking	a	quiz	uh	or	a	test.	Umm,	and	then	all,	everything	on	their,	their	notes,	everything	is	provided	to	them	through	Canvas	so	they	can	access	anything,	including	videos	of	examples	that	I’ve	worked.	So	they	can	watch	it	step	by	step,	so	I	would	say	they	may	not	open	their	computer	everyday	in	class	but	their	access	to	it	is	100%.	They,	everything	I	give	them,	everything	I	show	them	they	have	access	to	outside	of	class	as	well.		Me:	What	are	some	advantages	and	disadvantages	for	you	using	technology	in	math	lesson	presentation?		Teacher	A:	Umm,	I	find	that	lessons	run	a	little	smoother.	Umm	with	technology,	I	can	kinda	plan	ahead	umm.	I	feel	like	if	we	go	back	to	traditional	whiteboards	you,	you	can	only	show	so	much	stuff	at	one	time	where	I	can,	you	know	if	the	kids	miss	something,	the	kids	ask	can	you	go	back?	Well	yes,	I	can	absolutely,	I	can	flip	back	to	something	I	just	showed	them	and	they	can	see	it	again,	not	to	mention	if	I	record	during	class,	I	can	record	it	right	there	as	I’m	working	it.	The	software	is	built	into	my	Smartboard	and	I	can	upload	to	their	Canvas.	And	so	they	have	access	to	videos	all	year,	all	the	time.	And	uh,	so	I	think	it	makes	everything	run	smoother	plus	they	can	see	it	in	class	and	then	if	I’ve	recorded	it	they	can	watch	it	again	and	they	can	remember…oh,	that’s	what	she	said	and	that’s	what	she	did	and	all	that,	and	so…I	feel	like	it	just	makes	it	easier	for	them	to	access.			Me:	Are	there	disadvantages?	
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	Teacher	A:	Umm,	I’m	sure	there	are.	Everything	has	a	disadvantage.	Umm,	well	I	guess	you	know	you	always	have	to	have	that	backup	plan.	You	know	you	come	in	that	day	and	the	Smartboard	doesn’t	work	or,	or	the	computer	malfunctions.	You	know	you	always	have	to	have	a	backup	plan.	Umm,	so	we	do	umm	handouts	that	a	lot	of	times	will	go	along	with	our	notes	so	worst	case	scenario	if,	if	they	came	in	and	there	was	an	issue	with	getting	the	interactive	whiteboard,	I	would	just	go	into	a	paper	mode	and	we	would	use	the	boards	and	all	that.	So	I	guess	you	know	relying	on	technology,	that’s,	you	know	those,	there’s	always	that	moment	when,	walks	in	and	it	doesn’t	work.		Me:	Are	there	some	advantages	and	disadvantages	for	your	students	using	the	technology	that	might	be	different	from	the	things	you	just	discussed	with	you	using	the	technology?		Teacher	A:	Umm,	I	find	that	my	students	these	days	are	digital	natives,	so	they’re	so	embedded	in	technology	all	the	time	whether	it’s	their	cell	phone	or	their	computer.	You	know,	they	know	how	to	do	stuff	that	I	still	don’t	know	how	to	do	and	you	know,	I	myself	in	dealing	with	technology.	I	feel	like	it	speaks	their	language	almost,	if	you	deal	with	technology	because	it	just	all	makes	sense	to	them.	Umm,	but	at	the	same	time	I	feel	like	they,	with	the	computer	and	everything	else,	they	feel	they	need	to	be	entertained	and	so	if	I	did	have	a	lesson	where	we	didn’t	open	our	computers	or	we	just	had	to	sit	there,	they	would	be	bored	out	of	their	minds.	Umm,	but	we’ve	also	tried	this	year	to	incorporate	activities,	movement	so	they	are	not	just	sitting	there	in	one	place,	on	the	computer,	or	you	know,	all	day	long,	so.		Me:	Ok.		Teacher	A:	Kind	of	a	mix	and	match.		Me:	What,	if	anything,	have	you	observed	in	student	learning	from	using	technology?		Teacher	A:	What	have	I	observed?	Umm,	I	think	technology	allows	students	to	be	more	organized.	Umm	one	of	the	things	I	noticed	is,	is	you’ve	always	got	that	kid	who	reaches	somewhere	into	their	book	bag	and	pulls	out	something	that	they	hope	is	whatever	they	are	supposed	to	find.	Whereas	our	Canvas,	I’ve	got	it	organized	where	their	notes,	their	videos,	the	lessons,	homework,	extra	practice,	everything	is	organized	so	if	you‘ve	got	a	child	who	has	a	really	hard	time	keeping	up	with	stuff,	everything	is	electronically	organized	so	they	can	access	everything	at	any	point.	And	it	helps	too,	I’ve	noticed	that	a	lot	of	my	students	who	are	absent,	umm	I	have	several	students	who	will,	they	know	to	go	to	Canvas.	They	know	that	the	lesson’s	gonna	be	updated	if	they’re	a	B-day	student,	they	know	just	to	wait	until	the	end	of	the	day.	If’s	it’s	an	A-day	student,	they	know	to	wait	until	the	end	of	the	B-day.	They	know	it’s	gonna	be	on	Canvas.	So	I	have	a	lot	of	students	who	will	come	in	saying	oh	I	can	take	the	quiz	just	like	I	would	have	if	I	had	been	here	because	I	watched	your	videos,	I	read	over	the	notes	and	you	know	they	come	with	their	handout	filled	out.	So	it	helps	them	stay	with	the	class,	with	the	pace.	Does	that	means	[inaudible],	I’ve	noticed	a	lot	of	my	learners,	you	know	they,	they	do	that.	Of	course	you	have	the	others	too	that	go	what’s	Canvas?	You	know,	oh	you	put	that	up?	Oh,	you	had	a	test?	You	know,	
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you	still	have	the…what	are	we	doing	today?	But	I,	I	find	overall,	you	know	they	take	more	ownership	of	their	learning	when	they	have	access	to	it	if	they	miss	class.	And	I	like	that	they	can	email	me	too.	Like	a	lot	of	them	will	email	me,	I	know	I’m	going	to	be	out.	So	I’ll	watch	for	Canvas	or	ooh	I	was	out,	is	everything	on	Canvas?	You	know	they	just	own	their	learning	a	little	better.			Me:	How	have	you	been	trained	to	use	technologies	that	are	present	in	your	lessons?		Teacher	A:	Umm	well,	Smartboard	wise	I	just	dove	in.	Umm	years	ago	we	had	one	Smartboard	on	campus	that	was	on	a	cart	and	it	was	shared.	And	when	teachers	started	getting	Smartboards	that	one	got	passed	down	to	me	and	I	just	dove	in.	I	just	played	with	it	until	I	figured	it	out	and	now	I	just	feel	very	comfortable	with	it.	Uh	Nspire,	the	computer	program,	we	had	training	that	we	went	to	and	we	trained	and	again	we	played	with	it	and	the	more	you	use	it	the	more	you	learn	about	it.	Umm	yeah,	so	we	had	formal	training	for	the	Nspire	and	then	the	Smartboard	I’m	sure	there	was	training	at	some	point	but	I,	I	didn’t	have	access	to	that.	I	just	dove	in	and	taught	myself.		Me:	Ok.	How	do	you	think	your	students	feel	about	using	technology	in	your	classroom?		Teacher	A:	Umm,	I	think	they	like	it.	Umm,	one	of	the	things	that	I	did	new	this	year	umm	that	I	never	done	umm,	recently	we	did	a	quiz	using	Canvas	so	it	was	a	tech,	full	technology	umm	quiz	and	several	students	said	they	liked	it	better.	And	I	don’t	know	if	it	was	the	immediate	feedback	of	the	grading	or	if	it	was	just	the	formatting.	Some	kids	didn’t	like	it.	Some	said,	you	know,	I	hope	we	don’t	do	that	again.	So	it’s,	you	know	give	or	take,	you	know	just	like	we	have	to	reach	each	learning	style,	technology	kind	of	does	that	too.	For	some	kids	technology	makes	things	easier	to	understand	and	others	still	need	more	traditional	paper	stuff.		Me:	Ok.		Are	more…as	more	technologies	are	being	developed	how	do	you	learn	about	new	technologies	in	math?		Teacher	A:	Umm,	I’m	a,	I’m	on	a	couple	of	blogs	and	I’m	on	some	message	boards	and	umm	but	also	mainly	going	to	trainings.	You	know	like	the	first	time	I	ever	saw	a	document	camera	I	was	at	MCTM	and	the	presenter	used	one.	And	I	was	like	whoa,	what	could	I	do	if	I	had	one	of	those.	Umm	the	swivel,	um	I	did	a	study	for	Harvard.	Umm	they	had	me	videotape	my	class	and	they	sent	me	a	tablet	and	a	swivel	and	all	that	and	so	I	just	read	the	instruction	manual	and	figured	out	how	to	use	it.	And	then	said	what	could	I	do	with	one	of	these.	You	know,	so,	I	guess	it’s	just	being	exposed	in	other	classes	and	by	other	people	and	seeing	how	they’re	using	it	and	then	saying	how	could	I	adapt	it	to	me,	so,	yeah.		Me:	Ok.	Are	there	any	thoughts	you	want	to	share	about	your	enactments	of	the	formative	assessment	lessons	using	technology	versus	not	using	technology?		Teacher	A:	Umm,	well	this	was	the	first	time	I	did	one	of	each	kind.	Umm,	I	will	say	that	I	found	that	the	day	I	used	technology	the	class,	the	lesson	seemed	to	run	smoother	and	we	got	further	on	that	day	than	I	did	the	previous	day.	The	day,	the	other	day,	it	took	two	days.	
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Umm	and	I	also	liked	the	technology	day	where	at	the	end	when	we	were	sharing	our	matches	that	we	all	made,	uh	it	was	easier	for	the	kids	to	go	the	board	and	show	the	whole	class	rather	than	having	their	individual	posters.	It	was	just	easier	for	everybody	to	see	what	other	connections	other	groups	made.	So	I	felt	like	it	was	a	better	group	share	with	technology	versus	without	technology.	Umm	I	felt	like	looking	at	the	pre	and	post,	the	results	were	about	the	same.	I	did	not	see	where	one	day	the	kids	seemed	to	have	an	advantage	over	the	other,	that	they	all	seemed	to	make	a	lot	of	the	same	connections	and	a	lot…we	had	the	conversations	were	very	similar.	The	lesson	just	seemed	to	go	smoother	and	a	little	faster	with	technology	as	opposed	to	without.		Me:	Ok.	Alright.	Thank	you.	That’s	all	I	have.				
Teacher	B		Me:	Tell	me	what	a	typical	day’s	lesson	in	your	math	class	looks	like.		Teacher	B:	Umm	we	start	everyday	with	a	uh	TI-Nspire	bell	work	of	some	sort,	which	usually	involves	a	variety	of	standards.	Uh	we	try	to	spiral	review	back	into	old	material	as	well	as	umm	some	current	material,	so	as	kind	of	a	brain	starter.	Umm	after	that	there’s	usually	a	little	bit	of	uh	a	transition	and	after	we	review	the	bell	work	together	umm	I	do	let	students	work	together	on	their	bell	work.	Umm	I	like	it	when	they	talk	to	each	other	and	they	have	good	math	discourse.	Umm	then	we	move	to	usually	into	a	lesson.	Umm	it	depends	on	the	day.	Most	days	um,	there’ll	be	like	notes	and	some	independent	work,	and	some	more	notes	and	some	independent	work.	Umm	but	I	do	try	to	involve	some	umm	activities	and	tasks	as	well.	So	some	days	might	have	more	like	a	short	10-minute	notes	and	then	we	move	into	an	activity.		Me:	Alright,	how	often	do	you	use	technology	to	present	a	math	lesson?		Teacher	B:	Everyday.	Everyday.	Ha	ha.		Me:	How	often	do	your	students	use	the	technology	to	participate	in	a	math	lesson?		Teacher	B:	Umm,	in	the	beginning	of	class,	always	with	TI-Nspire.	Umm	but	after	that	it’s	not	as	often.	Like	after	we	do	bell	work.			Me:	What	are	some	advantages	or	disadvantages	for	you	using	technology	in	your	math	lesson	presentation?		Teacher	B:	Umm	for	me	it’s	an	easy	source.	I	don’t	have	to	rewrite	the	problems	every	single	class.	Umm	for	me	it’s	also	helpful	because	then	I	can	also	see	what	questions	they	are	about	to	do.	Umm	and	I	like	to	provide	a	handout	with	my	slides	so	that	they	don’t	have	to	spend	the,	you	know,	I	know	it’s	30	seconds	to	write	down	some	of	these	problems,	but	then	umm	they	see	what	is	on	the	board	and	they	make	the	connection	quicker,	so.		
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Me:	Are	there	disadvantages?		Teacher	B:	Oh	yeah,	umm	I	think	that	some	disadvantages	to	technology	sometimes	it	feels	a	little	bit	impersonal.	Umm,	I	think	a	really	big	advantage	though	is	also	being	able	to	upload	all	those	notes	online	and	using	Canvas.	I	think	that	if	we	were	to	go	backwards	I	think	it	would	be	very	difficult,	but	umm	disadvantages	I	think	that	there	is	some	impersonalness	to	it.	Umm,	I	think	that	parents	don’t	always	see	it	as	an	advantage	and	a	positivity	because	of	that	impersonal	value.			Me:	Are	there	some	advantages	and	disadvantages	for	your	students	using	the	technology	in	your	math	lessons?		Teacher	B:	Umm,	in…for	students	the	advantages	are,	well	that’s	how	their	state	test	is	gonna	look.	It’s	gonna	be	on	the	computer.	So	I	think	it’s	advantage	to	use	the	technology	as	much	as	we	can	in	class	so	that	they	can	prepare	themselves	for	more	what	it’s	going	to	look	like	and	how	to	use	their	computer	well.	Umm	some	disadvantages	in	math	class,	because	they	have	to	take	the	state	test	on	a	computer,	I	think	that	sometimes	some	of	those	great	connections	are	lost	because	a,	a	lot	of	math	you	need	to	really	be	able	to	visualize	and	see	and	conceptualize	and	before	we	get	to	a	computer,	I	would	like	to	see	that	done	by	hand.	So	that	I	can	better	assess	what	to	do	to	scaffold	them	to	the	next	moment.		Me:	What,	if	anything,	have	you	observed	in	student	learning	from	using	technology?		Teacher	A:	Umm,	well	if	you	go	back	to	the	different	types	of	learners,	you	got	auditory	learners	and	oral	learners	and	umm	visual	learners	umm	I	think	that	it	definitely	reaches	a	lot	of	people	because	its	very	haptic.	Umm	their	putting	their	hands	on	something.	Umm	I	have	seen	the	students	who	I	don’t	necessarily	think	would	have	succeeded	if	they	hadn’t	had	the	technology.	So,	umm,	I	think	that	for	those,	some	of	those	lower	students	it	can	be	a	really	big	advantage	and	okay	I	don’t	have	to	memorize	exactly	what	this	lesson	said.	I	can	always	go	and	look	back	at	it	again	when	I	go	home.	Umm,	so	you	said	disadvantages	too,	no	just,	yeah.	I	think	that	like	seeing,	seeing	them	interact	with	it	too	also	helps	me	because	technology	is	ever	changing.	Like	I	can	be	the	master	teacher	person	of	Canvas,	but	they	may	still	know	how	to	do	ten	hundred	times	more	things	on	it	than	I	do.	Umm	so	it’s	also	fun	to	like	see	them	explore	and	to	see	like	their	most	like	their,	their,	they	want	to	learn	how	to	use	the	technology	and	that’s	a	big	part.			Me:	How	have	you	been	trained	to	use	the	technologies	that	are	present	in	your	classroom?		Teacher	B:	Umm,	actually	I	started	using	Smart	technology	when	I	was	in	high	school.	Umm	the	actual	technology,	so	my	senior	year	I	did	a	uh	teacher	mentor	program	in	which	I	was	a	mentee	and	uh	one	of	my	old	teachers	actually	was	my	mentor.	And	she,	I	was	supposed	to	be	just	observing	her	class	but	she	let	me	create	lessons.	And	that	was	my	first	experience	uh	with	Smart	technology.	Umm	I	had	not	really	gotten	to	play	with	it	that	much	though	until	I	got	my	final	job.	So,	even	though	that	was	my	first	experience	with	it,	I	hadn’t	seen	it	for	a	while.	Umm	there	was	not	a	whole	lot	of	training	at	the	very	beginning.	It	was	a	
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lot	of	trial	and	error	and	pressing	buttons	and	asking	questions.	Umm	but	I	also	am	a	forward	thinker	in	that	like	if	I	can’t	find	the	answer	I’m	gonna	ask	somebody.	Or	you	know	research	it.	So,	umm	after	though	since	I’ve	been	here	now	for	a	couple	years	we	do	have	workshops	with	some	of	the	technology.	You	know	we	did	have	training	on	TI,	a	little	bit	of	TI-Nspire	training	which,	uh	at	the	beginning	of	the	year.	Or	umm	we	can	do	a	small	short	umm	module	about	using	the	technology	on	the	computer,	so.			Me:	How	do	you	think	your	students	feel	about	using	technology	in	your	classroom?		Teacher	B:	I	think	that	since	we	don’t	use	it	after	bell	work,	their	faces	light	up	when	I	say	close	your	computer	but	leave	it	on	your	desk.	Their	face	is	like,	they,	they	are	so	excited	because	they	don’t	know	what	we’re	gonna	do	next	for	me.	And	I	almost	actually	like	that	even	though	we	don’t	use	it	as	often.	That	moment	when	I	get	to	say	ok	close	it	but	keep	it.	They	are	like	ooh	we	get	to	do	something	else,	something	different.	Umm,	so	I	think	that	they	are	a	lot	more	excited	about	the	use	of	technology.	I	do	know	some	kids	still	prefer	hand	paper.	Umm	but	I	do	know	that	they	like,	they	get	excited	about	it.			Me:	As	more	technologies	are	developed,	how	do	you	learn	about	the	new	technologies	that	come	out	in	math?		Teacher	B:	Umm,	goodness.	In	college	it	was	a	little	bit	easier	because	my	math	classes	would	be	focused	on	using,	every	once	in	a	while,	using	Desmos	and	umm,	we	didn’t	have	access	to	Smart	but	we	had	access	to	a	bunch	of	other	technologies.	Umm	I	would	probably	as	things	come	up	and	as	administrators	bring	me	new	technology	that’s	probably	when	I	would	start	asking	those	questions.	So	if	there	wasn’t	a	workshop	for	necessary	training,	then	I	would	maybe	ask	for	that	to	happen	next.	Umm	but	otherwise,	I	don’t	necessarily	seek	out	as	much.	Umm	I	think	that	it’s,	it’s	about	what	is	brought,	been	brought	to	me	and	about	what	I	can	do	to	manipulate	what	has	been	brought	to	me	to	put	in	my	classroom.		Me:	Alright,	one	final	question.	Are	there	any	thoughts	you	want	to	share	about	your	enactments	of	the	formative	assessment	lessons	using	the	technology	versus	not	using	the	technology?		Teacher	B:	It	was,	it	was	the,	the	lesson	itself	went	smoother,	faster	and	I	think	that	the	kids	understood	a	little	bit	more	when	I	had	technology.	Umm	when	I	didn’t	use	technology,	umm	I	think	that	there	were	some	hiccups	that	could	have	been	avoided	using	the	instructions,	seeing	it	in	front	of	them.	Umm	that	being	said,	the,	the	discourse	between	it	was	all	the	same.	I	think	that	there	was	good	talking	between	the	students	between	uh	uh	myself	and	them	and	umm	it	was	also	nice	though	on	the	technology	day,	we	were	able	to	manipulate	all	of	these	different	pieces	on	the	board	and	I	thought	that	was	really	good	because	a	group	could	go	up	and	manipulate	and	then	the	others	could	uh	see	exactly	what	they	were	doing.	So	before	a	walk	around	umm	they	would	be	able	to	see	kind	of	how	their	moving	and	thinking	is	working.			Me:	Alright	that’s	all	I	have.	Thank	you	so	much.		
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Teacher	B:	You’re	welcome.	
	
	
Teacher	C		Me:	Tell	me	what	a	typical	day’s	lesson	in	your	math	class	looks	like.		Teacher	C:	Umm…well,	it’s	too	typical,	I	think,	and	I	probably	do	the	same	thing	too	much.	But,	most	days	they	come	in	here,	they	get	on	umm	TI-Nspire,	umm	we	go	through	bell	work,	I	give	‘em	between,	probably,	probably	too	long,	maybe	fifteen	minutes	to	work	through	it	and	umm,	try	to	walk	around	and	make	sure	that	the	kids	are	giving	their	best	effort	because	we	don’t	grade	it.	I	don’t	use	it	as	a	grading	tool.	Umm	we	collect	the	bell	work.	Umm,	Umm	we	go	over	it.	I	let	the	kids,	I	let	the	kids	see	the	results,	always	have	the	umm	right	answer	green.	Umm	so	we	check	through	that,	we	go	through	any	questions	they	have	on	bell	work.	We	work	any	that	we	didn’t	do	well.	I	usually	just	decide	which	ones	to	work.	I	let	the	kids	guide	me	through,	umm,	pick	some	of	the	ones	that	got	it	right	to	guide	me	through.	If	we	have	multiple	choice	questions,	umm,	we	try	to	figure	out	why	we,	why	they	chose	the	wrong	ones	usually	that	it’ll	kinda	lead	us	actually	to	the	right	answer	cause	some	of	the	wrong	answers	may	be	part	of	the	way	that	you	have	to	get	or	the	calculations	that	you	have	to	have.	Umm	after	we	do	that	we’ll	go	in	the	notes.	We’ve	done	a	lot	of	hand-written	notes	and	handouts	and	guided	notes	this	year	and	most	of	the	time	it’s	not	a	go	through	notes	and	let	‘em	sit	and	do	a	bunch	of	problems	afterwards.	We	just	go	through	notes,	we’ll	have	some,	some	examples	that	I	go	through,	then	we’ll	have	some	guided	examples	and	then	I	let	‘em	do	independent,	umm	and	then	class	is	usually	over	by	then.		Me:	How	often	do	you	use	technology	to	present	a	math	lesson?		Teacher	C:	Most	days	just	TI-Nspire.	Umm,	I	don’t	use	it	a	lot	with	the	quick	polls	and	stuff	like	I	probably	should,	mostly	because	I	don’t	have	them	premade.	And	I	don’t	think,	I,	I	don’t	let	them	have	their	computers	out	the	whole	time,	probably	cause	of	desk	space,	I	guess	that’s	part	of	it,	cause	there’s	not	a	lot	of…if	they	have	their	notebook	out.	Umm,	we’ve	tried	Canvas	quiz,	that	went	ok.	The	kids,	some	of	the	kids	had	some	anxiety	about	it.	Umm,	we	tried	I	think	one	Nspire	quiz	and	that	didn’t	really	turn	out	how,	how	we	wanted	it	to	either	so,	so	we	didn’t	really	delve	into	that	much.	Really	just	bell	work.	That’s	about	as	much	as	we	use	it	for.				Me:	Okay.	So	my	next	question	was	gonna	be	how	often	do	your	students	use	the	technology	to	participate	in	a	math	lesson,	but	I	guess	their	participation	and	when	you	are	using	it	happens	at	the	same	time?	Teacher	C:	Yeah,	um	hum.		Me:	What	are	some	advantages	or	disadvantages	for	using	technology	in	a	math	lesson	presentation?		
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Teacher	C:	I	mean,	I	like	the,	I	like	the	bell	work	online	or	on	Nspire	cause	it	shows	the	results,	umm,	but	at	the	same	time,	I	don’t,	I	guess	the	standard	hadn’t	been	set	I	have,	I	have	a	problem	with	kids	like,	if	its	on	the	computer,	then	their	just	gonna	rely	on	the	calculator	and	computer,	they	don’t	even	think	about	getting	paper	out.	But	if	you	gave	it	to	them	on	paper,	their	gonna	try	to	write	stuff	down	so	there’s	an	advantage	of	it	makes	it	quicker	I	guess.	Umm	we	can	monitor	their	screens,	I	hadn’t	had	hardly	any	problems	this	year	with	kids	umm	getting	on	different	stuff	for	bell	work	at	least,	I	mean	they,	they	knock	out	the	questions.	Some	get	done	and	they	check	Powerschool	or	Canvas.	I	hadn’t	had	a	lot	of	umm	technical	discipline	I	guess	with	the	computers	in	that	aspect.	Umm,	I	just	think	it	leads	a	lot	of	kids	not	to	show	work	or	write	anything	down,	they	just	figure	it	out	I	guess	cause	it’s	on	the	screen.	I	don’t	know	cause,	I	think	that’s	how	they	do	Math	XL	too.	They	don’t,	to	them	it’s	just	get	on	the	computer	they	don’t	need	paper	here.	Umm	they	don’t	use,	they	don’t	think	of	paper	as	a	tool,	they	think	it’s	a	necessity,	its	just	a	formality	that	we	do.	They	just	get	it	out,	but	not	as	a	tool	to	solve	something.	Umm	a	lot,	and	sometimes	I	give	em	like	if	we	have	a	transformation	in	bell	work	or	I	try	to	give	them	a	slip	of	paper	or	like	a	Pythagorean	Theorem	question	where	it	gives	the	coordinates	where	you	know	I’ll	try	to	give	them	graph	paper	little	grid,	try	to	prompt	them	say	hey	when	you	get	to	number	5	that’s	what	that	is	for.	But	then	they	still	don’t	use	it.		Me:	So	what	if	anything,	I	think	you	kinda	touched	on	this	already	have	you	observed	in	student	learning	from	using	the	technology?		Teacher	C:	I	don’t,	I	guess	we	just	use	it	for	bell	work.	I	feel	like,	I	feel	like	sometimes	we	just	use	it	cause	it’s	part	of	our	routine,	I	don’t	know,	we	haven’t	done	bell	work	without	it	this	year	so	it’s	hard	to,	it’s	hard	to	measure	like	how	it	helped	in	reviewing	things,	we	try	to	do	a	lot	of	reviewing	bell	work.	Umm	I	don’t	know,	I	don’t	know	if	I	have	an	exact	answer	to	that	question	because	we	hadn’t	utilized	bell	work	on	paper	and	that’s	really	the	main	way	that	we	use	it,	so	I	don’t	know	if	I	have	a	measure,	umm.		Me:	And	how	have	you	been	trained	to	use	technologies	that	are	present	in	your	lesson?		Teacher	C:	Oh	for	Nspire?		Me:	Yeah		Teacher	C:	Oh,	um…		Me:	Any	of	the…		Teacher	C:	I	know	a	couple	of	professional	developments,	hold	on	a	second	Hunter,	Umm,	I’ve	been	trained	well.	I	went	through	uh	Nspire	training	in	professional	developments	at	[X]	County	School	District	with	[Curriculum	Specialist	A]	and	[Curriculum	Specialist	B],	umm,	and	I	guess	[Curriculum	Specialist	C]	was	a	part	of	one	of	those.	Umm,	they’ve	also	come	to	the	school	when	I	was	in	6th	grade	math,	umm,	and	they’ve	come	when	I	was	in	8th	grade	during	the	summer	umm	and	showed	me	how	to	set	up	uh	my	classes	through	an	Excel	spreadsheets	and	make	that	more	efficient.	Umm	they’ve	showed	me	how	to	utilize	
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the	data	that	we’re	given.	Umm	just	any,	any	question	that	I	had,	umm	they	would	come	during	our	planning	blocks	in	the	school	year,	during	the	summer	I	had	a	great	training	at	county	office	that	took	us	step	by	step.	Umm	I	guess	the	best,	the	best	training	was	that	we	actually	participated	in,	when	we	participated	in	lessons,	in	the	activities	for	Nspire	that	where	we	could	see	it	active.	We	weren’t	just	given	instructions	step	by	step	how	to	do	things,	we	were	told,	umm,	I	mean	we	actually	participated	in	a	lesson	to	see	how	it	worked	and	umm	the	facilitators	of	that	training	umm	acted	as	teachers	and,	and	showed	us	how	we	could	use	the	feedback	to,	to	teach	or	to	have	good	quality	teaching.	Umm	whatever	that	is,	whatever	teacher.			Me:	Umm	hum,	how	do	think	your	students	feel	about	using	technology	in	your	classroom?		Teacher	C:	I	think	they	enjoy	it,	they,	they	enjoy	the	bell	work	because	they	can	see	their	results.	Umm	they,	they	love	it	when	they’re	right.	They	love	the	affirmation	that	they	did	something	right	and	umm	some	of	them,	even	if	they	have	the	wrong	answer	they,	they	just	want	to	see	their	name	pop	up	there.	Umm	I	hadn’t	had	any	issues	with	kids	being	ashamed	umm	this	year	I	leave	their	names	up.	I	mean	I	guess	it’s	now	days	kids	just	these	kids	are	so	comfortable	with	each	other,	they	been	in	the	same	grade	all	this	time	but	I	haven’t	any	issues	with	kids	making	fun	and	anything	serious	but	umm	they	like	that	routine	and	coming	in	here	and	hopping	on	Nspire	and	going	to	the	questions.	It	does	get	them	engaged	pretty	quickly.	Umm,	but	still	you	have	issue	with	some	of	them	actually	utilizing	every	tool	they	can	use,	working	it	out	on	graph	paper,	stuff	like	that,	so	I,	I,	I	think	they	enjoy	that	aspect	of	it	cause	it	breaks	up	the	monotonous	of	just	the	handwriting	and	the	notes	we	do	all	the	time.		Me:	Now	as	more	technologies	are	developed,	how	do	you	learn	about	new	technologies	for	math?		Teacher	C:	Umm,	professional	developments	we	went	to	at	[X]	County,	umm,	we’re	told	about	websites,	resources	online,	umm	our	principals	forward	us	emails	that,	that	they	receive	from	curriculum	specialists	and	different	people	in	the	district.	Umm,	hearsay	as	way,	I	mean	you	talk	to	different	teachers	that	umm	here	at	[County]	Middle	umm,	[Teacher	D]	and	some	other	teachers	in	the	7th	grade,	they	utilize	some	updates	with	the	Smartboards.	I’m	not	real	sure	exactly	umm	I’ve	never	had	to	play	with	that	myself	but	actually	the	respondus,	I	think	it’s	respondus	type	technology,	it’s	kinda	similar	to	Nspire	that	just	is	supported	by	Smart.	Umm	and	we	participate	in	professional	developments	here.	[Technology	Specialist	A]	and	I	can’t	remember	the	other	lady’s	name,	but	they	come	and	umm,	give	us	umm	trainings.	I	think	we’ve	done	4	and	he	usually	gives	us	a	little	tidbit	that	he	knows.		I	think	QuizIzz	and	some	different	things	that	I	wasn’t	familiar	with	is	what	he	presented	to	us,	so,	through	email	and	um.	I	mean	[X]	County	School	District	they	are	always,	communication	is	good,	umm,			Me:	Good,	and	there	is	one	final	question.	Are	there	any	thoughts	you	want	to	share	about	the	enactments	of	the	formative	assessment	lessons	using	technology	versus	not	using	technology?		
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Teacher	C:	The…using	the	technology	in	the	second	day	of	the	lesson,	the	B-day	was	much	more	efficient.	Umm	because	when	we	went	through	the	very	first	example,	umm	I	had	the	whiteboard	display	and	that	was	ok.	Umm,	but	I	would,	I	kinda	would	have	to	tell	them	hey,	alright	here’s	the	equation	y	=	3x	+2,	what	is	the	value	of	y	when	x	is	this	two	times,	and	what	is	the	output	value	when	x	is	this,	what’s	the	input	value	and	that	was	fine,	I	mean	they	worked	on	their	boards,	but	it	took	a	litte	more	time.	Umm	but	on	the	second	day	when	we	did	the	same	intro,	we	had	the	Nspire	document	and	we	sent	all	four	questions	and	we	just	put	the	umm	the	equation	on	the	Smartboard	and	it	kind	of…it	didn’t	take	any	more	time	I	guess	to	work	them	out	but	all	their	answers	for	each	question	were	there,	we	didn’t	have	to	wait	to	erase.	So	I	guess	it	made	it	a	little	more	efficient	in	that	aspect.	And	then	you	got	to	see	everybody’s	answers.	Umm,	I	guess	you	can	do	that	on	the	whiteboard	too,	but	umm,	I	mean,	the	kids	can	see	each	others’	whiteboard.	So	they	could	look	on	somebody	else’s	and	some	would	erase	their	work.	Umm	I	don’t	know	if	that’s,	I	guess	that’s	not	too	different	when	it	comes	to	the	Nspire,	but	I	really	enjoyed	that.	I	umm	haven’t	been	able	to	pull	up	a	grid	umm	quicker	where	they	could	look	umm	when	I	showed	them	how	the	points	related,	the	solution	related	to	the	line	y	=	3x	+	2.	The	end	of	the	lesson	was	the	best	though,	is	when	you,	when	we	got	the	card	match	and	we	pulled	up	the	umm,	Karin	Bowen	made	the	um,	the	slide	where	it	had	all	three,	all	excuse	me,	all	six	of	the	cards	completed	and	you	could	drag	the	uh,	the	no	solution,	infinitely	solution,	or	many	solution,	the	arrows	and	there	was	several	copies	over	each	other	and	it	just	made	it	easier	where	you	could	manipulate	and	see	all	the	connections	at	once	instead	of	just	gluing	them	on	umm,	a	poster	where	the	kids	couldn’t	see	it	real	well.	And	the	Smartboard	and	a	better…I	guess	I	could	have	taped	it	to	the	Smartboard	but,	um,	I	really	like	that	because	you	could	have	every	single	match	and	you	just	keep	going	even	if,	even	if…I	know	one	block,	umm,	we	ran	out	of	time	to	make	our	own	poster,	but	we	got	a	bunch	of	matching	because	we	just	kept	manipulating	it	on	the	Smartboard.	So,	umm,	you	know	I	don’t	know	if	it’s	any	better	with	the	directions,	being	able	to	put	the	directions	on	a	projector,	umm	I	didn’t	print	it	out	for	‘em,	I	kinda	just	told	them	verbally.	I	know	the	first	day	it	wasn’t	smooth	as	the	second	day,	so	maybe	that’s	evidence	that,	um	having	it	cause	I	did	let	some	classes	read	through	the	directions	on	the	board	if	they	didn’t	know	umm	what	to	do	they	could	refer	to	that	but	some	kids	they	still	don’t,	they’ll	read	over	it	and	they	still	not	sure	because	it,	it…I	guess	they	are	not	used	to	the	process	of	going	through	a	type	of	lesson	like	that.	Umm	but	I	definitely,	I	definitely	felt	hindered	the	day	I	didn’t	have	it.	Cause	I	couldn’t,	I	mean	you…everyday	you	cut	on	the	Smartboard	and	everyday	we	use	Nspire,	so	it	definitely	made	me	feel	more	uncomfortable	not	having	umm	just	the	ability	if	I	just	wanted	to	pull	a	grid	up	or	just	pull…I	could	just	Google	a	picture	right	quick	and	slap	it	on	a	slide	and	it	was	there	and	it’s	a	lot	harder	to	do	that,	to	draw	that	on	a	whiteboard	real	fast.	I	don’t	have	any	grids,	grids	that	are	on	whiteboards,	so,	umm,	yeah.		Me:	Ok.	Alright,	well	that’s	all	I	have.	Thank	you	so	much.				
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Appendix	P	School	______________________________	 Observer		__________________________________________		Date	________________________________	 Teacher	Observed	_________________________________		Grade/Subject	____________________________	 Time	in	____________	 Time	out	_____________		
Observation	Look	Fors	and	Evidence:		
1)	Use	of	Technology	
	
2)		
	
Comments/Questions/Suggestions:	 					
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Appendix	Q	
Transcript	of	Observations	Debrief	10-31-2018		Participants:	Teacher	A,	Teacher	B,	Teacher	C,	and	Researcher		Researcher:	Ok,	so,	part	of	our	follow-up	from	our	previous	research	was	to	go	in	and	observe	each	one	of	our	peers.	And	so,	I	have	a	couple	of	questions	that	I	want	to	ask	you	all	about	the	observation.	Umm,	were	there	any	adjustments	that	you	made	to	your	lessons	after	you	had	observed	your	peers?		Teacher	A:	Umm…I	did	not	make	this	adjustment	only	because	it	wasn’t	easy	to	get	to	but	I	liked	how	we	had	the	bell	work	question	about	the	cube.	And	you	had	the	actual	cube	(directed	at	Teacher	B)	and	I	saw	you	do	it	as	well	(directed	at	Teacher	C)	and	you	actually	[inaudible]	like	had	a	conversation.	Like	I	had	a	conversation	with	my	students	about	what	do	you	remember	about	a	cube?	What	do	you	know	about	a	cube?	But	you	actually,	physically	had	your	cube	out	and	you	know	could	touch	it	and	let	them	touch	it	and	all	that,	so	that	was	something	I	was	like	that…			Teacher	B:	As	soon	as	he	pulled	his	out	I	w…		Teacher	C:	Like	I…like	it	just	popped	in	my	head	and	I	just	knew	where	it	was		Teacher	A:	Right…mine	is	not	easy	to	get	to	but	next	time	I’m	gonna	have	mine	ready.		Teacher	B:	See	I	observed	him	2A,	so	coming	back	into	my	classroom,	I	literally	went	and	g…went	and	dug	it	out,	cause	I	was	like,	I	need	to	do	this.		Teacher	A:	Well	it	reminded	me	of	…that’s	the	first	time	I	thought	about	it,	but	you	know	all	the	time	we	were	talking	about	volume	that’s	a	perfect	time	to	have	that	physical	model	out	ready	to	show	them	this	is	what	we’re	talking	about,	this	right	here…you	know…so	I	thought	that	was	really	good.		Teacher	C:	So,	with	your	bell	work,	[Teacher	A’s]	bell	work…so,	I	have	always	used	the	answers…like	sometimes	I	try	to	click,	I	uncheck	show	answers	that	way	they	don’t	know	what	the	right	answer	is	and	I	never	spend	much	time	thinking	about	how	to	make	that	efficient	and	where	I	always	run	into	a	problem	would	be	like	if	they	typed	it	several	different	ways.	Not	only	if	they	had	a	bunch	of	different	answers	and	if	it	was	a	hard	question	then	you	have	a	ton	of	just	random	answers	like	an	equation	with	fractions	but	if	they	typed	it	a	certain	way	then	you	had	more	responses.	So	it	was	so	ineffective	to	try	to	mull	through.	It’s	like	you	couldn’t	center	in	on…		Teacher	A:	You’re	talking	about	on	Nspire?		Teacher	C:	Well	on	Nspire,	and	so	when,	I	didn’t…I	knew	you	modeled	it	for	‘em…like	on	the	paper,	but	I	like	how	you	collected	it,	then	you	asked	them	to	answer…what	the	
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answers	were,	then	you	went	over	it.	And	then	you	went	back	and	reviewed	the	responses.	Because	you	were	st…you	were	checking	umm,	to	see	if	they	knew	and	you	made,	made	sure	they	understood	and	that	they	got	the	right	answer…but	you	were	using…you’re	using	the	Nspire	more	as	a	motivation.	It	is	a	formal	assessment	for	you,	but	to	them	it’s	strict	motivation	and	it	worked	like…and	I	thought	that	was	your	high	class…that	is…		Teacher	A:	That	is	not	my	high	class.		Teacher	C:	That	is	how	they	tricked	me…cause	I	figured	they	would	be,	the	way	they	interacted	with	bellwork.				Teacher	B:	So	how	did	you	do	it,	cause	I	didn’t	get	to	observe	yours	[opening	lesson].		Teacher	A:	So,	you	know	just	like	we	all	do	I	give	out	the	Nspire.		Teacher	B:	Yep.		Teacher	A:	And	then	I,	I	kinda,	I	usally	give	‘em	no	more	than	20	minutes	unless	it’s	extra	questions	or	it’s	extra	hard	or	something	and	I	walk	around	the	room	while	they’re	doing	their	thing,	but	[inaudible].		Teacher	B:	Yeah.		Teacher	A:	And	I	always	warn	them	like	you	got	like	60	seconds	then	I’m	taking	it	whether	you	are	done	or	not	cause	I	do	warn	them	you	might	not	all	get	done		Teacher	B:	Yeah.		Teacher	B:	So	once	you	take	it	though…		Teacher	A:	I…I	collect	it	and	then	I	have	it	held	over	there	and	then	I	turn	to	a	notebook	page	that	looks	like	a	piece	of	notebook	paper	and	I	go	over	the	bell	work	and	so	they	are	telling	me	what	their	answers	are	and	I’m	working	the	problems	so	they	then	know	what	it	should	look	like	on	their	piece	of	paper	for	binder	check.		Teacher	B:	So	you’re	modeling	it?		Teacher	A:	I’m	modeling	it	and	letting	them	correct…cause	I	mean…you	weren’t	here	[Researcher]	for	the	first	several	weeks,	but	like	literally	I	can’t	tell	you	how	many	times	I	said	if	you’ve	got	them	wrong	on	your	paper	what	should	you	be	doing?	Fixing	it.	And	so	they’ve	learned	that	when	I	start	working,	that’s	when	they	start	comparing	cause	I’m	gonna	write	up	on	the	board	what	they	should	have	written	down	on	their	paper.	So	that	when	binder	check	comes	around	they’re	not	just	writing	down	some	random	answer.	If	theirs	is	wrong	that’s	the	perfect	opportunity	to	fix	it	and	ask	questions.		Teacher	B:	So	do	you	just	have	like	a	notebook	file	that	you…	
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	Teacher	A:	It’s	called	bell	work	blank.		Teacher	B:	So	it’s	just	a…		Teacher	A:	It’s	a	blank	piece	of	paper,	we	title	our	page…		Teacher	C:	It’s	lined.		Teacher	A:		It’s	lined	like	a	piece	of	notebook	paper		Teacher	B:	So	you’re	modeling	it	every	time?		Teacher	A:	Every	time.		Teacher	C:	Right	and	they	writing	them		Teacher	A:	And	then	their	working…their	double	checking	theirs	against	mine	and	then	fixing	whatever	might	be	wrong	right	then.		Teacher	B:	I	can	tell	ya’ll,	I	…		Teacher	A:	Cause	I	know	they’re	not	going	to	once	they	turn	to	that	next	task,	that	bell	work	is	done,	they’re	never	gonna	think	about	it	again.	And	then,	once	I	go	to	the	last	one,	I’m	like	okay	let’s	see	how	we	did	as	a	class.		Teacher	B:	Umm	hum		Teacher	A:	And	I	go	and	I	look	at	the	r…I	look	at	the	data	pages.		Teacher	B:	So	does	your	bell	work,	could	your	bell	work	take	up	to	forty-five	minutes	then.		Teacher	A:	It	doesn’t	usually	take	45	minutes,	it	usually	takes	about	30.	Cause	by	the	time	I	model	it	and	then	when	I	go	back	to	the	Nspire,	it’s	like	this	(3	finger	snaps)		Teacher	B:	Cause	I	do...		Teacher	A:	This	is	how	we	do.		Teacher	B:	I	say	bell	work,	if	it’s	a	short	day	it’s	always	10,	but	then	if	it’s	a	longer	questions	or	harder	questions	then	I	give	12	or	15	minutes.	But	I’m	wondering	if	I	should	give	them	more	time	then.		[Inaudible]		
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Teacher	A:	I	pretty	much	stick	to	my	20	minutes	as	far	as	letting	them	work	because	in	every	class	I	know	who	my	slower	workers	are…like…not	as	like	poor	productors,	just	slow.	And…but	I	also	monitor	too	like	I	walk	around	like	my	class	is	actually	my	2A.	So	I’ll	walk	to	every	group,	if	they’re	done	early	we	go	on.	I	don’t	just	set	the	20	minutes	and	sit	there	until	the	timer	goes	off.	I’m	walking	around	so	if	they	are	all	finished	early,	shoot	we	go	on.	Like	you	know,	it’s…it’s	not	like	a	timer	thing…I	just…guys,	ya’ll	it’s	been	20	minutes,	I	can’t	wait	any	longer.		Teacher	C:	That	was	a…that	was	a	quicker	bell	work.		Teacher	A:	Right,	it	had	6	questions	but	there	were	several	multiple	choice	that	moved	faster.	And	if	they	work	together,	they	work	faster	too.	I’ve	got	group…I’ve	got	classes	that…whose…the	groups	work	better	together	than	others.	So	it	just	kinda…		Teacher	C:	With	like,	one	of	the	questions	was	multiple	choice,	so	say	the	answers	were…each	answer	was	a	sentence	or	whatever.	She	wrote	D.	So	then	you	eliminate	the	question	of	do	I	have	to	write	the	whole	answer	down	or	do	I	have	to…you	know.	I	get	those	questions	all	the	time,	do	I	have	to	write	the	equation	down,	or	do	I	just	write	the	letter	D	or	what	do	I	write?	Umm…		Teacher	A:	And	I	know,	maybe	because	we’ve	done	binder	checks	a	few	now,	I	know	what	kinds	of	questions	we	will	look	for	later	and	I’ll	waste	less	time	with	what	they	have	to	write	down	on	a	piece	of	paper	on	ones	I	know	we	are	less	likely	to	ask	for	later,	anyway.	You	know	we’re	gonna	go	for	those	equation	questions	where	they	show	their	thinking	or	we’re	going	to	go	for	those	where	they	have	to	explain	something	and	less	for	those	just	straight	mathematical	multiple	choice.				Teacher	B:		I	think	I’d	have	to…I	don’t	know	if	I’d	have	to…I	don’t	know	if	I	could	start	immediately	doing	it	that	way	cause	the	way	that	I	do	bell	work	right	now,	is	very	different	from	both	of	ya’lls.	Both	of	you	model,	you	ended	up	modeling	that	and	I	don’t.	I’m	walking	around,	I’m	up	getting…I…I	do	the	first	like	3	minutes,	4	or	5	minutes,	half	the	time	whatever	saying	you	work	on	own,	only	talk	to	each	other.	Then	I	come	in	at	the	end.			Teacher	A:	I	did	notice	that	your	going	over	it	was	a	lot	faster.	And	I	wondered	if	you	did	model…maybe	not	even	all	of	them,	but	just	some	of	them.	Or	like	if	you	took	a	second	and	looked	at	the	most	missed	and	just	model	the	most	missed	ones,	it	would	have	went	by	faster.		Teacher	B:	See,	I	need	to	learn	to	use	the	TI-Nspire	software	better.	Because	I	usually	ask	them	how	did	you	do	you	then	I’ll	work	through	parts	of	it	if	I	think	that	it’s	really	tricky	and	it	might	be	hard	for	them	to	explain,	but	my	kids	work	for	the	collective	clap.	That’s	all…like	that’s	what	they	really	like,	they	right…like	to	get	a	collective	clap.	When	everybody	gets	the	answer	right,	everybody	gets	one	big	clap.	But	I	could	still	do	that.			Teacher	A:	Yeah,	because	they	don’t	see	the	results	until	after	you	have	modeled	it	anyway.	Like	you’re	talking	about	it,	then,	like	I	said,	after	I’ve	modeled	the	whole	thing,	then	I	go	
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back	and	ok	let’s	see	how	we	did,	and	again	I	harped	on	at	the	beginning	of	the	year	was…you	know	we’re	going	to	tank	it	sometimes,	we	just	are	especially	if	it’s	got	several	new	skills	on	it	but	the	idea	is	for	us	to	grow	each	time.	Like	that	day	when	[Teacher	C]	saw	my	1A,	they	grew	like	15%	from	one	day	to	the	next,	or	maybe	even	more	than	that.	It	was	their	highest	to	date.	Like	they	knocked	it	out	of	the	park,	they	were	so	proud	of	themselves.		Teacher	B:	Ok,	I	need	a	TI-Nspire	lesson.	I	think	that’s	what	it	comes	down	to.			Teacher	C:			Teacher	B:	I’m	not…I	don’t	know	where	these	things	are,	the	percentages	is	on	each	question,	like	when	I	save	it,	the	first	thing	that	pops	up,	like	I	know	minimal,	I	know	how	to	send	the	document.	I	know	how	to	write	the	document,	I	know	how	to	send	the	document,	how	to	collect	the	document,	how	to	save	the	document,	and	how	to	open	the	document.			Teacher	A:	Yeah,	you	and	I	can	work	on	that,	cause	it’s	not	a	hard	thing	to	show	you,	yeah.		Teacher	B:	I’m	just	gonna	write	that	down	cause	that’s	definitely	something	I	want.		Teacher	A:	If	you	ever	want	to	come	back	in	here	during	another	2A,	just…like	I	can	text	you	and	be	like	okay	come	in	here	in	3	minutes	and	you	can	see	how	it’s	done.		Teacher	B:	Yeah,	that	might	be	a	good	idea.	Actually	a	good	idea.		Teacher	A:	Ok.		Teacher	B:	Uhh,	other	stuff	going	straight	from	watching,	then	going	back	to	my	room…I’m	trying	to	think…umm	I	reworded	how	I	asked	some	of	my	questions	based	on	the	way	that	you	did	[Teacher	A].	Umm	you	said	your	job	was	to	figure	out	if	this	is	true.	Uh	referring	to	does	15	squared	plus	20	squared	equal	25	squared.	And	I	thought	that	that	was	a	really	good	way	to	say	it,	because	you	weren’t	specific	about,	you	know	do	this,	then	do	this,	then	is	it	true,	you	said	your	job	is	to	prove	whether	or	not	it’s	true.	So	I	like	that	you	gave	the	direction	and	not	necessarily	the	question.	Like	they	took	responsibility	for	it,	which	I	liked.		Teacher	A:	This	Pythagorean	Theorem	unit	has	been	really	good.		Teacher	B:		Yes.	Teacher	A:	This	is	the	first	year	converse	has	made	so	much	sense	to	them	so	easily.	I	think	we’ve	done	a	really	good	job	this	year.	When	we	made	that	adjustment	in	how	we	worded	it,	the	if-then	statement,	like	that	just	seemed	to	make	so	much	sense	to	them.	Yeah.	And	the	love	how	we	were	able	to	tie	it	to	like	science	like	aren’t	ya’ll	using	if-then	statements	in	science.	Yes,	we	doing	hypotheses	and	I	was	like	yes,	you	are,	I	knew	this.			Teacher	B:	I’m	trying	to	think	if	there’s	anything	else.	
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	Researcher:	Cause	there	may	be	some	strategies	or	some	methods	that	you	saw	that	might	influence	some	of	your	future	instruction	that	maybe	you	haven’t	gotten	around	to	implementing	yet.	Was	there	anything	that	might	stand	out?		Teacher	B:	I	liked	[Teacher	C]’s	question	about	why	is	square	root	of	2	irrational.	And	you	were	looking	for	3	things.	And	I	didn’t	even	think	of	the	third	thing,	so	irrational	numbers	are…cannot	be	written	as	a	fraction,	do	not	have	a	pattern,	and	do	not	terminate	or	do	not	repeat	a	pattern.	Those	are	the	3	big	things	that	I	talked	to	my	kids	about	and	I	talk	to	them	about	perfect	square	is	and	we	go	through	that	and	I	mention	it,	but	I	don’t	hit	on	it	repeatedly	because	there	are	other	ways	to	determine	if	it’s	rational	or	irrational.	Like	knowing	something,	but	here	the	last	thing	that	you	were	looking	for	is	it’s	not	a	perfect	square.	Which	again	I	think	that’s	a	great	concept,	it’s	just	not	something	I	personally	focus	on	every	time.	So	I	know	that	that’s	something	that	I	would	like	to	do	more.	Like…and	I	keep	saying,	I	say	what	are	my	perfect	squares	and	they	like	1,	4,	9,	and	then	I’m	like	ok	and	the	numbers	in	between.	So	I	say	what	is	between	1	and	4?	Well	2	and	3.	Well	square	root	of	2	and	square	root	of	3	irrational.	What’s	between	4	and	9?	Five,	6,	7,	8,	square	root	of	5,	square	root	of	6,	square	root	of	7,	square	root	of	8	irrational.		Teacher	A:	Well	I	think	too	you	know,	we	ask	them	to	memorize	the	small	perfect	squares	and	cubes	because	they	should	recognize	them.	But	I	think	there	are	some	that	are	still	not	making	the	connection	because	they	didn’t	memorize	them.	They’re	gonna	do	the	math	when	it	comes	time	to	like	do	a	quiz,	they’re	gonna	just	do	the	math	in	their	head	so	they	don’t	commit	to	memory,	so	then	they	are	not	making	the	connection	to	oh	the	ones	I	memorized	are	perfect	so	the	ones	in	between	would	obviously	be	irrational.	To	them	it’s	not	obvious.			Teacher	B:	So	maybe…maybe	we	need	to	do	something	where,	like	we	start	doing	flash	cards	with	them	or	we	alternate	doing	flash	cards	with	the,	the	one	solution,	no	solution,	infinite	solutions	and	squares	and	cubes,	because	I	think	that	there	are	benefits	other	than	being	quick	to	memorize	those.	Like	understanding	what	a	perfect	square	is,	what	a	perfect	cube	is.		Teacher	A:	Even	putting	the	approximates	on	a	number	line,	if	they	know	their	perfect	squares	and	they	can	recite	them	so	quickly	they	at	least	have	a	much	more	reasonable	chance	at	figuring	out	where	an	imperfect	square	would	go,	you	know	and	approximate	it.		Teacher	B:	And	the	one…one	thing	I	do…I	did	notice	they	still	can’t	say	that,	they	can’t	say	it’s	a	cube	root.	Their	like	the	squiggle	thiggy	ma	giggy	and	I’m	like	a	root.	And	I	keep	saying	root,	radical,	square	root,	cube	root,	and	it’s	just	not	setting	in.	But	I	think	it’s	because	we	don’t	make	them	say	it	enough.		Teacher	A:	Well,	I	think	it’s	going	to	be	my	next	poster.	I’m	going	to	make	like	a	theme.	I’ve	got	it	kinda	in	my	head.		Teacher	B:	You	have	a	new	poster	in	mind.	
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	Teacher	A:	Yes.	And	like…so	they	can	use	the	correct	vocabulary,	so	they	know	what	we	are	talking	about	and	we’re	not,	you	know…		Teacher	B:	Well	that	would	be	another	one	to	put	for	this	unit.	So	I	agree	with	that.		Teacher	A:	Um	hmm.		Teacher	C:	You	know	it’s…it’s	so	easy	like	on	test	be	like	look,	if	you	take	the	square	root	or	cube	root	of	the	number	and	you	get	a	decimal	in	the	calculator	it’s	irrational.			Teacher	A:	But	you	got	to	be	careful	about	saying	that.		Teacher	C:	Yeah,	you	can’t	because	though	umm	because	you	can	get,	you	can	take	a	fraction	and	get	a	rep…a	repetition	that‘s	huge.		Teacher	A:	Right.	We’ve	talked	about	that	where	it	might	take	7	places	and	it	would	be…		Teacher	C:	Cause,	cause	if	it’s	uh	two-thirds,	they	recognize	that	it	repeats	but	if	it’s	anything	divided	by	7,	repeating	is	like	5	or	6	numbers	and	they	think	it’s	irrational,	they	go	“it	doesn’t	repeat”,	cause	they	don’t	recognize	the	rounding.		Teacher	A:	Right.		Teacher	B:	See	I	keep	telling	mine,	I	say	no	matter	what,	2nd	PRB	enter,	because	if	it	can	be	turned	into	a	fraction,	it	is	rational.		Teacher	A:	Right.		Teacher	C:	That’s	the	definition	of	it.			Teacher	B:	Um	hmm	that’s	like	the	big	one.			Teacher	C:	But	then	you	know	I	catch…then	I	screwed	up	some	of	them	saying	if	it’s	a	fraction,	well	if	it’s	the	square	root	of	5	over	4,	then	it’s	not.	So	then	you	gotta	say…		Teacher	A:	Well	a	fraction	made	up	of	integers.		Teacher	B:	So	we…I	mean	so…		Teacher	A:	We	had	that,	a	lot	of	mine	were	like,	well	now	[Teacher	A]	pi	over	4,	this	is	a	fraction	but	it’s	got	pi	in	it	and	we	had	a	whole	conversation	about	it	being	an	integer.		Teacher	C:	But	you	got	to	be	careful	about	saying	integer	too.	Cause	you	got…you	can	say	it’s	not	proper,	but	you	could	say	a	fraction	of	rational	numbers.	Because	if	it’s	decimals	they	are	technically	not	integers.		
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	Teacher	B:	Yes,	so	this	is	like	this	one,	6.3	divided	by	7.5,	I	said…		Teacher	A:	Well	that’s	a	complex	fraction,	is	it	not.				Teacher	B:	Yes,	but	we	don’t	say	this	is	a	fraction.	Again	I	tell	my	kids	put	it	in	your	calculator	and	2nd	PRB	because	your	calculator	will	do	the	hard	work	for	you.	Now	I	l	know	I	can	multiply	both	of	these	by	ten	and	just	move	the	decimal	places.			Teacher	A	and	Researcher:	Right.		Teacher	B:	But	they	don’t…they	don’t	see	that.		Teacher	A:	Well	and	your	denominator	can’t	be	zero.		Researcher:	It	can’t	be	zero,	right.			Teacher	A:	And	you	can’t	say	rational	number,	cause	zero	is	rational	but	it	can’t	be	in	the	denominator.		Researcher:	Umm	hmm.			Teacher	B:	So	it’s	really…		Researcher:	I	mean	that	definition	really	is	it	has	to	be	an	integer	divided	by	an	integer	where	the	denominator	is	not	zero.		Teacher	B:	Which	is	why,	which	is	why	the	definition	says	A	over	B	where	B	is	not	zero.	Ok,	so	then…		Teacher	C:	At	the	same	time	you	are	not	asking	them	to	write	a	proof.	Sometimes	there	is	like	you	may	have	to	modify	even	though	it’s	not	mathematically	correct.		Teacher	A:	Cause	my	kids	love	to	say	all	fractions	are	rational.	Well,	yes	as	long	as	you	know	there	are	exceptions,	you	just	have	to	be	careful.		Teacher	C:	We’re	not	calling	it	necessarily	a	fraction.		[Inaudible	chatter]		Teacher	B:	Well,	and	that’s	what	one	could	ask	me,	they	were	like,	negative	pi	over	6,	he	goes	is	that	division	or	is	it	a	fraction.	And	I	said	that’s	a	great	way	to	put	it	because	that	was	my	question,	I	said	well	and	that’s	what	I	asked	a	kid	once,	I	said	pi	over	6,	is	it	a	fraction?	And	they	were	like	yeah	it’s	a	number	divided	by	another	number	and	I	said	ok	but	what	can	you	tell	me	about	pi.	You	know,	and	like	we	tied	that	conversation	but	the	way	that	kid	said	it	I	thought	was	really	important.		
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	Teacher	A:	Well	and	I…and	I’ve	even	tried	to	be	very	careful	about	saying,	you	know	if	it’s	got	pi	attached	to	it,	it’s	irrational.	You	can’t	say	that	either	because	we’ve	all	seen	that	example	where	it’s	pi	divided	by	pi.		Researcher:	Yes.		Teacher	A:	So	we	have	to	be…		Teacher	B:	See	I	mention	that…		Teacher	A:	Every	time	we	say	something,	if	it’s	this,	but	you	got	to	think	of	those	exceptions,	so	you	have	to	be	real	careful.		Teacher	C:	So	I	say	if	it’s	got	one	pi,	like	if	there	is	just	one	of	them.		Teacher	A:	Right.		Teacher	C:	You	can	guarantee.	And	I	just…if	there’s	two	of	them	then…		Teacher	A:	It	depends.		Teacher	C:	Some	I	[inaudible]	like	good	luck,	hope	you…you	know	like.			Teacher	A:	So	when	all	else	fails,	put	it	in	the	calculator.		Teacher	B:	So	one	pi	we’re	feeling	pretty	irrational	after	eating	a	whole	pi.		[Inaudible	chatter]		Teacher	B:	And	then,	I	mean	two	pi’s…I	don’t	know,	I’m	trying	to	get	something	silly	that	we	could	say.	I	do	that	a	lot.	Researcher:	While	you’re	thinking	about	that,	umm	let’s	reflect	on	the	observation	process	because	I	think	I	had	asked	you	all	before	had	you	ever	observed	one	another	you	had	told	me	that	you	had	not,	so	umm	what	are	some	of	the	takeaways	just	from	that	process.		Teacher	A:	You’ve	been	in	my	room	several	times	during	1A	cause	you’re	off	[directed	to	Teacher	C]	so	you	have	observed	but	we	haven’t	done	like	a	team.	But	I	really	like	it,	like	I	like	seeing	how	you	might	say	something	different	or	you	might	question	something	different.	It’s	one	of	those	things	where	yeah	I	wish	we	did	that	but	it’s	also	a	time	thing.	Like	you	know	one	day	we	are	all	off	differently	so	we	could	do	that,	we	could	say	once	every	unit	let’s	take	a	day	and	each	yeah…		Teacher	B:	Swap		
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Teacher	A:	And	I	really	think	that	we	would	get	a	lot	out	of	it	if	we	just	made	ourselves	do	it.			Teacher	C:	And…I…for	me,	we	all	can	talk	and	plan	and	talk	and	plan	and	come	up	with	all	these	good	things	but	there	is	nothing	like	an	hour	before	the	lesson	when	our	teacher	brains	kick	on	and	stuff	starts	popping	in	our	heads	to	adjust.		[Someone]:	Umm	hmm		Teacher	C:	There	is	stuff	you	do,	stuff	you	do	and	stuff	that	I	do	that	may	not	pop	into	our	head	when	we	are	all	just	worn	out	from	teaching	all	day	and	trying	to	put	all	this	great	unit	together	and	we’re	letting	each	other	know.		Teacher	A:	Or	may	even	do	something	that	we	didn’t	really	think	about	doing,	we	just	did	it,	but	we	didn’t	think	about	sharing,	you	know	like,	we	might	just	do	something	the	spur	of	the	moment	like	the	day	ya’ll	were	here	I	flashed	rational	number	cards.	I	literally	thought	of	that	the	morning	of.	I	was	like,	you	know	what,	we’re	gonna	have	a	couple	of	minutes	in	between	transitions	let	me	just	do	that	because	that’s	something	in	our	unit	but	not	in	this	lesson	and	it	was	just	something	I…spur	of	the	moment.	And	[Researcher]	and	I	when	we	talked	after,	she	said	did	you	consider…cause	at	one	point	the	kids	were	complaining	because	the	cards	were	so	small…she	said	well	did	you	think	about	like	maybe	just	putting	them	on	the	Smartboard	so	everybody	could	see	and	I	said	it	was	something	I	just	thought	of	at	the	spur	of	the	moment	I	didn’t	even…		Teacher	C:	I	found	a…I	found	a	Quizlet	of	flashcards	where	you	just	press…it’s	already	made…and	when	I…I	started	doing	that	because	it	was…I	was	like…you	know	what	all	them	kids	were	complaining	because	they	can’t	see	them	and	I	ain’t	about	to	write	all	these	flash	cards.			[Laughter]		Teacher	A:	But	yeah…but	things	like	that…and	I	even	thought	about	my	flashcard	game	I	made	with	the	one	solution	and	all	that.	I	even	thought,	why	am	I	making	big	cards	to	hold	to	everybody	when	I	could	just	put	them	on	the	Smartboard	and	everybody	could	see	at	the	same	time.	I	could	just	open	up	my	clicker,	so…		Teacher	C:	But	there	is	stuff	we	do	every	single	lesson	that	we	don’t	think	about,	we	just	adjust	and	we	just…it	pops	in	our	head	and	we	just	fake	it	‘til	we	make	it	and	you	know…seriously…		Teacher	A:	And	if	we	decided	to	do	this	once	a	unit	or	even	more	often	we	could	say,	you	know	what	this	time	let’s	hone	in	on	let’s	watch	each	other’s	questioning	or	let’s	watch	each	other’s	time	management	or	transitions	or	wait	time.	We	could	pick	something…		Teacher	B:	I	think	that	we	could	all…		
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Teacher	A:	To	give	each	other	feedback	cause	we’re	as	transparent	you	know	we	can,	we	can…			Teacher	B:	That	is	something	that	goes	for	us,	the	benefit	comes	from	the	fact	that	we	are	open	with	each	other,	we	trust	each	other,	and	we	know	that	it’s	always	coming	from	a	good	place.			Teacher	A:	I	mean	we	know	who’s	lazy,	we	know	who’s	not.		[Laughter]		Teacher	B:	But	would	like…you’re	right	if	we,	if	we,	we	would	have	to	plan	the	time	because	we	don’t	want	to	lose	so	much	of	it	that	we	don’t	get	the	things	done	that	we	need	to	get	done.	But	I	can	tell	ya’ll	like	my	1A	to	my	7B	it’s…it	feels	like	a	completely	different	lesson	sometimes.		Teacher	A:	Yeah.		Teacher	B:	Like	sometimes	I	start	and	where	I	finish	is	completely	different	direction,	you	know	I	still	hit	all	the	main	marks	but	I	feel…I	always	feel	like	I	do	better	day	2	or	I	do	better	the	one	after.			Teacher	C:	Yes.	Cause	my…my	2A	gets	the	shaft.	I	feel	like	the	rest	of	them	I	stick	to	my	guns	on	but…		Teacher	B:	Yeah,	oh	yeah,	that’s	how	I	feel	about	my	1A.			Teacher	A:	I	think	we	should…I	think	we	should	maybe			Teacher	B:	Plan	out…		Teacher	A:	And	start	with	that	next	unit…			Teacher	B:	Yeah.		Teacher	A:	Especially	with	exponent	laws	coming	up.		Teacher	C:	All	we	got	to	do	is	the	A-day	off	block	we	just	need	to	spend	30	minutes…[inaudible]		Teacher	B:	We	could	plan	a	day,	we	could	literally	pick	the	day,	this	is	the	lesson.		Teacher	C:	Yeah.		Teacher	B:	This	is	what	we’re	going	over.		
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Teacher	A:	And	have	an	objective,	I	like	it.			Teacher	B:	Yeah.	It	should	be	two	things.	We	should	pick	the	day,	here’s	the	objective,	and	here’s	the	thing	we’re	gonna	focus	on	and	observe	and	come	back	and	talk	about	and	we	can	literally	talk	about	it	the	next	day	because	that’s	our	planning	block.			Teacher	A:	Yep.		Teacher	B:	[Inaudible]		Researcher:	Thank	you.	I	appreciate	it.	Thank	ya’ll	so	much.					 			
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